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A glimpse of Northumbria’s future

We're building a better Northumbria and this striking new image is an architect's impression of how the
redeveloped University Library and Student Central at City Campus will look later this year.

F

rom September 2017,
Student Central spaces on
each of the University’s
Newcastle campuses will
give students more convenient access
to all services in a single location.
Whether they’re handing in an
assignment, raising a query about a
support need, using the University
Library services, seeking careers
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advice or accessing one of the many
student support and wellbeing
services, Student Central will be the
place to go.
The first step towards making
this happen took place in January
this year when Student Central
spaces opened for the first time at
City Campus Library, City Campus
East and the Coach Lane Library.

Northumbria
top for
teaching
3

This gave students access to many
of their services in one place,
through our highly professional
and dedicated Ask4help teams.
Access to the remaining services will
follow by September 2017 when the
redeveloped City Campus Library
building and quad are completed.
A new student portal was also
launched, enabling students to

Leading €4M
research to engineer
a brighter future
7

self-serve for some services for the
first time, as well as enjoy a more
engaging and intuitive online
user experience.
“Previously our students accessed
support services from 18 different
locations in nine different buildings,
across three campuses”, explains
Director of Student & Library
Services, Professor Jane Core.

Northumbria's
US academics
take on Trump
17

“It was hard for them to know where
to go for different kinds of enquiries,
and they told us that they wanted to be
able to ask their questions and access
support conveniently in one place,
rather than having to repeat their
story several times to several people.

TURN TO PAGE 2
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Our Bar Professional Training Course students learn in
authentic civil and criminal courtroom facilities, including
a real criminal courtroom donated by the Courts Service.

Student Central will give our students a clear and convenient
focal point on each campus, where they know they can get all the
advice, help and support that they might need.
FRONT COVER
“Our students also told us that they
wanted to be able to use technology
to self-serve for some routine
administrative tasks, and have faceto-face advice and guidance available
when they needed it. The investment
that we’re making to improve our
student services is directly informed
by this kind of feedback. The new
service design and student portal
reflect what students want, in the
same way that Student Central now
offers an exciting student-focused
home for all our Student and Library
Services for the first time.”
As well as continuously improving
the services we deliver for our

students, Northumbria is also
investing in campus improvements
to further enhance the experience
for those studying and working
at the University. “Two-thirds of
prospective students regard the
facilities on offer as an important
factor when making a decision to
apply to a university”, explains
Northumbria’s Director of Campus
Services, Damon Kent. “And the
development of the new Student
Central spaces is just one part of
a major £52 million investment in
improvements to buildings and
facilities at each campus.
“We’re keen to ensure that we’re
providing a campus environment
which outshines those of our

competitors. From September
2017, Student Central will give our
students a clear and convenient focal
point on each campus, where they
know they can get all the advice, help
and support that they might need.”
There will be further news about
Student Central and the other
exciting developments taking place
on campus throughout the year.

DISCOVER MORE
www.northumbria.ac.uk/campus
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From L-R: Northumbria Law School Associate Pro Vice-Chancellor Jonny Hall and Reader in Legal Education Research at Northumbria University Dr Elaine Hall receive the CATE award from Professor Rama Thirunamachandran from the
Higher Education Academy.

Northumbria top for teaching
and learning excellence

Northumbria’s Student Law Office is one of just six winners to be selected from universities across the UK for a
national award recognising creative and innovative teaching practices.

T

he Student Law Office
provides free legal services
to the public, with more
than 200 students and
around 25 staff providing thousands
of hours of pro bono legal advice to
businesses, community groups and
individuals every year. The project
delivers a much-needed service and
raises awareness of access to justice,
as well as giving students valuable
real-life work experience. Since 2008
more than 5,500 enquiries have been
dealt with and more than 2,300
clients represented, with over £1m
secured on their behalf.
In recognition of these
achievements, the Student Law
Office has been presented with a
Collaborative Award for Teaching
Excellence (CATE) by the Higher
Education Academy. The CATE is a
new award celebrating collaborative
work in teaching and learning.
Nationally 15 projects were
shortlisted, with just six named as
winners. As part of the prize the
Student Law Office has been awarded
a grant of £15,000 to help disseminate
its learning further.
Carol Boothby, Director of the
Student Law Office, said: “We are
delighted to have won this highly

Staff from Northumbria University’s Student Law Office, with Carol Boothby, Director of the Student Law Office, pictured front.

prestigious award, recognising the
excellence of our teaching team. This
is recognition of their commitment
to provide the best possible learning
experience for our students, whilst at
the same time also leading research
into the benefits to students and the
local community of this type of reallife experience.”

Professor Stephanie Marshall, CEO
of the HEA said: “This year’s new
Collaborative Award for Teaching
Excellence puts a spotlight on those
who work together as a team to
provide innovative and engaging
opportunities, for the first time. The
15 finalists, including the six winners,
presented exceptional entries.

There is so much great material to
share with the sector and HEA is
delighted to play a leading role in
disseminating those ideas.”
Peter Francis, Deputy ViceChancellor at Northumbria,
added: “This award highlights the
achievement of Northumbria’s
vision of professional excellence

allied to research rich learning
delivered through our commitment
to experiential learning. The Student
Law Office is an exemplar of this
practice within this university
and beyond.”
The CATE awards were announced
at the Higher Education Academy’s
annual award ceremony in
London. During the ceremony
Elaine Campbell, a solicitor tutor
in Northumbria’s Student Law
Office, also received a National
Teaching Fellowship (NTF) – the
most prestigious individual award
for excellence in teaching in
higher education.
Northumbria Law School is the
largest law school in the North East,
with a national and international
reputation for academic excellence
in legal education. It was recognised
at the highest level in 2013 when the
University was awarded the Queen’s
Anniversary Prize in Further and
Higher Education for the outstanding
community work of the Student
Law Office.

DISCOVER MORE
www.northumbria.ac.uk/slo
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Northumbria research reveals
revolutionary stroke treatment

Key research
appointment
in Health and
Life Sciences
Professor Catherine Exley has joined
Northumbria University as Associate
Pro Vice-Chancellor for Research and
Innovation in Health and Life Sciences.

Ground-breaking research, led by Northumbria’s Dr Peter McMeekin,
shows that one in 10 stroke patients admitted to hospital each year could
benefit from a revolutionary treatment called a ‘mechanical thrombectomy’.

A

stroke is a serious, lifethreatening and often
debilitating medical
condition which can have
a devastating impact on patients
and their families. In the UK,
nearly 95,000 people are admitted
to hospital following a stroke each
year. Many stroke survivors are left
severely disabled. But according to
Dr McMeekin’s research, almost
10,000 UK stroke patients a year are
missing out on a treatment that can
prevent this disability.
While many people suffering from
a stroke caused by a clot currently
receive drugs to help dissolve the
blockage, this does not always work
completely. Thrombectomy - or clot
retrieval - is a method, which aims
to remove the clot mechanically.
It is delivered alongside existing
medicines to prevent blood clots,
reduce blood pressure and reduce
cholesterol levels. Thrombectomy is a
time-critical, highly skilled operation
and hospitals need to be set up to be
able to deliver the treatment.
The treatment involves a thin
metal wire housing a mesh being
inserted into a major artery in the leg
and, under x-ray guidance, it being
directed to the site of the problem
in the brain.
The mesh is then expanded to trap
and remove the clot. The challenge,
according to Dr McMeekin will be
making this technique more widely
available in the UK.
He said: "Currently a fraction of
stroke patients receive mechanical
thrombectomy at a limited number
of centres. Delivering a universal
mechanical thrombectomy service
for stroke patients will prove a
challenge for the NHS, particularly

at a time when resources are already
stretched. It will involve investment
in new skills and technologies as well
as changes to acute care pathways.
A particular challenge will be how
to ensure that people living in more
remote communities can access the
same services as those living within
major population centres."
Dr McMeekin was joined by
researchers from Newcastle
University, Oxford Academic Health
Science Network and the National
Institute for Health Research
Collaboration for Leadership in
Applied Health Research and Care
– South West Peninsula (NIHR
PenCLAHRC). The study formed
part of a larger NIHR study, known
as Promoting Effective and Rapid
Stroke Care (PEARS), which looked
at data from trials of mechanical
thrombectomy data and the
characteristics of stroke statistics in
the UK to work out how many patients
might benefit from the procedure.
In a presentation given to the UK
Stroke Forum national conference,
they estimated one in 10 people
admitted to a hospital with a stroke
could be eligible for thrombectomy.
Professor Phil White, Professor
of Neuroradiology at Newcastle
University and Consultant at
Newcastle upon Tyne Hospitals,
said: “Mechanical Thrombectomy
is a highly effective treatment for
acute ischaemic stroke, with eight
clinical trials showing a significant
reduction in disability after a stroke
if it is used immediately in the right
patients. The challenge is to make
this technique more widely available,
as current figures suggest that
fewer than 600 patients receive this
treatment each year in the UK.”

Dr Martin James, Consultant
Stroke Physician at the Royal
Devon and Exeter Hospital and a
researcher with NIHR PenCLAHRC,
said: “Delivering mechanical
thrombectomy to the 9,000 people
who need it will require major
changes to the configuration and
skill sets of existing acute stroke
services. We must work quickly
to establish what needs to be done
so that more people in the UK can
benefit from a treatment which can
dramatically reduce disability after
a stroke as well as cutting associated
costs to the NHS and social care.”
Professor Gary Ford CBE, Chief
Executive of Oxford AHSN and
Consultant Stroke Physician at
Oxford University Hospitals NHS
Foundation Trust, said: “AHSNs have
a key role in ensuring the uptake of
medical innovation that improves
patient outcomes. In order to
accelerate UK stroke patients’ access
to life-changing innovation, a first
step is to have a clear understanding
of the number of people who
could benefit from mechanical
thrombectomy every year. Our
research provides that information.”
Prof Stuart Logan, Director NIHR
PenCLAHRC said: “I am delighted
about the results of this study and the
CLAHRC’s continued involvement
in research around treatments for
patients who have suffered a stroke.
We hope that this will lead to further
collaborative work within this group
and ultimately improved outcomes
and experiences for patients.”

DISCOVER MORE
www.northumbria.ac.uk/research

C

atherine, a medical
sociologist and
applied qualitative
health researcher,
was previously Acting Director
of the Institute of Health and
Society in the Faculty of Medical
Sciences at Newcastle University.
Her research focuses on ageing
and living with chronic diseases,
including end of life care, and
the way in which healthcare
technologies can be used to
support and manage them.
She leads and collaborates
on research with colleagues
from many different academic
disciplines and clinical
backgrounds, with her research
funded by a range of national
funding bodies. Catherine is also
an experienced and successful
postgraduate research supervisor
and examiner, with a strong
commitment to mentoring and
developing the research careers
of others.

Commenting on her new
role Catherine said: “I am
really excited to be joining
Northumbria University. It
has a reputation for academic
excellence, pioneering teaching
and international research,
and has been recognised
as one of the fastest risers
amongst UK universities for its
research power.
“Throughout my career I have
placed a strong emphasis on
both teaching and research, and
I believe strongly that research
enhances teaching as well as
having a significant impact on
society. I am looking forward
to building on the excellent
work already undertaken at
the University as part of its
senior team.”

DISCOVER MORE
www.northumbria.ac.uk/staff

Professor Catherine Exley, Associate Pro Vice-Chancellor for
Research and Innovation.
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Northumbria celebrates 10th
anniversary of global partnership
A unique partnership in which medical students from St George’s University in Grenada spend the first year of
their four-year medical degree studying at Northumbria University is celebrating its 10th anniversary this year.

Students from the white coat ceremony mark the 10th anniversary.

T

he Keith B Taylor
Global Scholars
Programme began
in 2007 following
an agreement between both
universities and was named
after the former Vice Chancellor
of St George’s University. The
only partnership of its type in
the UK, the programme has

resulted in more than 1,800 medical
students from St George’s studying at
Northumbria over the last decade.
The medical degree programme at
St George’s University has attracted
students from 140 different countries.
Whilst they are at Northumbria
their course covers the basic sciences
fundamental to medicine and
provides opportunities for shadowing

physicians at local NHS hospitals, as
well as guest lectures from local and
national physicians.
Professor Dianne Ford, Pro
Vice-Chancellor for Health and
Life Sciences at Northumbria
University, said: “The partnership
with St George’s University
demonstrates the truly global
reach and reputation Northumbria
University has as an outstanding
university. We are delighted to
welcome the latest students and
to celebrate the 10th anniversary
of the partnership. The feedback
from the students and St George’s
is incredibly positive about their
learning here, and demonstrates our
commitment to academic excellence.
We look forward to continuing the
successful partnership.”
Professor Cal Macpherson, ViceProvost of St George’s University,
said: “We are incredibly proud of
our partnership with Northumbria
University. Our students benefit
greatly from their studies in
Newcastle. We know our medical
students go onto successful
residencies and careers right across

the world having experienced
world class teaching and learning
at Northumbria.”
During their time at Northumbria
the students have become involved in
all aspects of student life, including
representing Team Northumbria
in cup and league winning teams
in the British University’s sports
championships in lacrosse, men’s and
women’s water polo, women’s volley
ball and women’s football.
The students have also raised
several thousand pounds for various
charities, including Marie Curie
Cancer Care, Changing Lives, the
North of England Children’s Cancer
Research Foundation and Children
with Cancer in Malawi.
Christian Matishak, 23, from
Vancouver, Canada, has just
completed his first year of study
at Northumbria as part of the St
Georges University programme. He
said: “Northumbria has been a really
welcoming school. The professors are
always there for you, whatever time
of day, and are hugely supportive not
just professionally, but personally
as well. The clubs and societies at

Increasing exercise success
Research being carried out by Northumbria University is looking at how to
increase the number of people who complete exercise referral schemes, widely
used by the NHS and local authorities to promote physical activity in people
who are at risk of, or who have developed, health conditions linked with a
sedentary lifestyle.
Up to 89% of primary care
organisations nationally run the
schemes which typically last for 10-12
weeks, with patients referred by their
GP or other healthcare professionals.
Previous studies have shown that
approximately 50% of participants
fail to complete the full course which
aims to improve the health and
wellbeing of those taking part.
The research is being undertaken
by Northumbria academics, in
collaboration with South Tyneside
Council, South Tyneside NHS
Foundation Trust and South
Tyneside Primary Care Trust.
So far the research has found that
people who stated a lack of time,
motivation or childcare as potential
barriers to increasing their exercise

are more likely to finish the course
whilst participants who smoke, are
younger and have more serious and
complex health conditions are more
likely to drop out of the scheme.
The researchers are now looking
at why these patients are more likely
to drop out and what can be done to
increase their participation.
Dr Nick Caplan, Associate
Professor of Musculoskeletal
Health and Rehabilitation and
Director of Postgraduate Research at
Northumbria University, said: “There
have been a number of previous
studies reporting on the completion
rates of exercise referral schemes,
but this is the first which looks at
the reasons why participants are
dropping out.

“We hope that in this latest research
we can find out more about why
people drop out and why others
successfully complete the course.
We will be carrying out in-depth
interviews to see what lessons can
be learned and hope this will lead
to recommendations to increase the
number of people who complete and
benefit from the scheme; improving
the health and wellbeing amongst
some of our most vulnerable people.”

DISCOVER MORE
www.northumbria.ac.uk/exercise

The key to fitness success.

Northumbria integrate really
well with St Georges and not long
ago we held our talent contest
alongside Northumbria which
was a lot of fun.”
One of the latest medical
students on the programme is
Mark Piliguian, 29, from Ontario,
Canada. He said: “I wanted a new
experience and to explore the
world beyond my hometown, and
coming to Northumbria seemed
a great opportunity for me to do
this. England, Newcastle and the
University seem really culturally
diverse and as I’m interested
in paediatrics, it’s important
for me to learn about the steps
required to practice medicine on
a global scale.”

DISCOVER MORE
www.northumbria.ac.uk/international
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Science project takes to the skies
A Northumbria student has been chosen to work on an experimental telescope which will be sent above the
Earth’s atmosphere to take more detailed images of the sun.

R

L-R: third year Northumbria University Physics with Astrophysics undergraduate Richard
Cook pictured with Dr Sergiy Shelyag, Senior Lecturer at Northumbria’s Department of
Mathematics, Physics and Electrical Engineering.
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ichard Cook, a third year
Physics with Astrophysics
student, was selected to
take part in the project,
which will send a solar telescope
40km above the Earth on board a
research balloon. His knowledge of
solar physics will see him taking on
a key role in the experiment, which
is being coordinated by a team from
the University of Sheffield. The
SunbYte (Sheffield University Nova
Balloon Lifted Solar Telescope)
project is the only one in the UK to
have been selected by the European
Space Agency (ESA) for its annual
event, which allows students from
universities across Europe to carry
out scientific and technological
experiments on research rockets and
balloons. Each year, two rockets and
two balloons are launched, carrying
up to 20 experiments designed and
built by student teams.
Richard said: “Our aim is to collect
images that can be used to explore
the Sun’s atmosphere, in particular
two layers called the chromosphere
and the corona. These are both many
times hotter than the Sun’s surface

and produce solar flares which can
affect the Earth by causing power
surges or damaging satellites. The
positioning of the SunbYte telescope
will be unique.
“Currently we have telescopes in
space, which produce great images
but are hard to reach, or Earthbased telescopes, which are easier
to reach but further from the Sun.
Both of these are also very expensive,
whereas our design is much more
affordable to produce and can be
lifted above the Earth’s atmosphere,
closer to the Sun, resulting in clearer
images at a fraction of the cost.
This could revolutionise how data is
collected in future and hopefully lead
to some exciting discoveries about
the Sun which we can use to protect
ourselves here on Earth.”
The SunbYte telescope has
been designed using 3D printing
techniques and a PiKon optical
telescope, based on a Raspberry

Pi computer system – a low cost
computer which can be programmed
by the user. The telescope will be
lifted 30-40km above the Earth by
the balloon. The SunbYte team will
be supported by academic advisors,
including Dr Eamon Scullion, Dr
Sergiy Shelyag, Dr Richard Morton
and Dr James McLaughlin from
Northumbria, who are all part of the
university’s Solar Physics research
group and Extreme Environments
Multidisciplinary Research Theme.
Dr McLaughlin said: “This is
an incredibly exciting project to
be part of and I am delighted that
Richard is leading the scientific part
of experiment. Solar physics is an
important area of research for us here
at Northumbria and it is fantastic to
be able to contribute our knowledge
and skills to something which could
change our understanding of the Sun
and its effect on the Earth.”

DISCOVER MORE
www.northumbria.ac.uk/about-us/academic-departments/
mathematics-physics-and-electrical-engineering/
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Northumbria leading €4M research
to engineer a brighter future
Researchers from Northumbria University are heading up a €4M (£3.3M) project
to develop a revolutionary new heating and power system using solar energy.

I

nnova MicroSolar is a fouryear Horizon 2020-funded
collaborative research
project coordinated by
Northumbria, which aims to
develop a high performance yet
cost effective solar heat and power
system. This technology could
be used in homes and businesses
around the world, lowering costs
and protecting the environment
through reduced greenhouse gas
emissions. The research involves
nine academic and industrial
consortium members from the
UK, Spain, France and Italy with
expertise in turbines, mirror
solar energy concentrating
collectors, advanced heat pipe
technology, phase change
materials and smart control
units for solar thermal and boiler
heating circuits. It is being led by
Professor Khamid Mahkamov,
who is based in Northumbria’s

Department of Mechanical and
Construction Engineering.
Professor Mahkamov, expert
in Thermo-Mechanical Energy
Conversion Systems, said: “This
EU funding provides us with the
fast track to building the pilot plant
and testing innovative engineering
solutions, which are at the core of
every major component of the plant.
We have an international team of
prominent experts in their respective
fields and hope that the full potential
for achieving high performance by
the proposed technology will be
demonstrated during plant tests in
Sardinia in the near future.”
If the project is successful, the
proposed technology could be used
to deliver the majority of domestic
energy requirements in homes
across the world. It would provide
considerable reductions in energy
costs and greenhouse gas emissions
compared to the best existing low

carbon energy technologies.
Professor Mahkamov added: “The
project is already of great interest to a
number of external stakeholders and
we are working closely with them on
the exploitation plan. We also expect
to generate a greater impact with
outcomes of the project, which will
go beyond the solar plant application,
since all components are designed
with potential for successful use in
many other industrial segments.”
Future Engineering is
one of Northumbria’s eight
Multidisciplinary Research Themes.
Researchers in this area are exploring
the engineering challenges of our
urban environments, concentrating
on three main themes of energy,
transport and smart materials,
with cross-cutting activities in
photonics communications and
control. Northumbria is a UK top-35
research department for Engineering
with 79% of its work ranked

Fresnel mirror solar collector by Elianto Solar Concentrating Power (Italy).

world-leading or internationally
excellent, according to the latest
UK wide research assessment
exercise (REF2014). The department
also boasts strong, collaborative
venture relationships with overseas
partner institutions, businesses and
training organisations, including
Penspen, an independent group of
companies providing engineering

and management services to the
oil and gas industry. You can find
out more about this department
and it’s research into Future
Engineering by going to:

DISCOVER MORE
www.northumbria.ac.uk/engineering

Northumbria research
could power life on Mars
A prototype engine, which could be used for harvesting energy
on the surface of Mars and other extreme environments, is
being developed by scientists at Northumbria University.

R

esearchers from
Northumbria University
and Edinburgh University
have secured a total of
£857k in grant funding from the UK’s
Engineering and Physical Sciences
Research Council to research a
working prototype based on their
pioneering technique, which they
first proposed in a paper published in
the journal Nature Communications.
Over the next three years, the
leading research team, consisting
of Northumbria’s Professor Glen
McHale, Dr Rodrigo LedesmaAguilar and Dr Gary Wells, will
work with Professor Khellil Sefiane,
Professor Anthony Walton and
Dr Adam Stokes at Edinburgh
University, to develop the principles
of a working engine.
Dr Rodrigo Ledesma-Aguilar
said: “This exciting project
will see us combine theory and
experiment to bridge concepts across

Physics, Materials Science and
Engineering to produce a new type
of engine. With our collaborators
at Edinburgh, we are aiming to
produce a disruptive approach to
energy production and harvesting in
extreme environments.”
Unlike traditional engines, the
prototype will produce energy
based on the ‘Leidenfrost effect’ – a
phenomenon which happens when a
liquid comes into near contact with a
surface much hotter than its boiling
point. This effect is commonly seen
in the way water appears to skitter
across the surface of a hot pan, but
it also applies to solid substances,
such as carbon dioxide which is
commonly known as dry ice. Blocks
of dry ice are able to levitate above
hot surfaces protected by a cushion
of its own vapour. Northumbria and
Edinburgh’s research proposes using
the vapour created by this effect to
power an engine.

If the prototype is a success,
the exciting implications include
fuelling work in extreme and alien
environments, such as outer space.
It could be used to make long-term
exploration and colonisation of planets
such as Mars sustainable by using
naturally occurring solid carbon
dioxide as a resource rather than a
waste product. If this could be realised,
then future missions to Mars wouldn’t
have to be a ‘one-way’ trip after all.
While dry ice is not abundant on
Earth, increasing evidence from
NASA’s Mars Reconnaissance
Orbiter suggests it may be a naturally
occurring resource on Mars, as
suggested by the seasonal appearance
of gullies on the surface of the red
planet. If utilised in a Leidenfrostbased engine dry-ice deposits could
provide the means to create future
power stations on the surface of Mars.
Writing for The Conversation, Dr
Ledesma-Aguilar discussed this idea in

The Leidenfrost Engine.

detail. He said: “NASA scientists have
recently shown the likely existence
of boulders of solid dry ice on Mars.
Future power stations on Mars could
exploit this solid CO2 to harvest the
energy from the sublimation phase
change as dry-ice blocks evaporate.”
The team at Northumbria
believe one of humanity’s biggest
challenges this century will be
finding new ways to harvest
energy, especially in inhospitable
locations. Future Engineering
and Extreme Environments are
two of Northumbria’s key Multi-

Disciplinary Research Themes aimed
at supporting disruptive technologies
and research such as the Leidenfrostengine. Northumbria recently
co-invested £6.7m in state-of-the-art
Science Technology Engineering
and Mathematics laboratories and
technology and offers a range of
courses in STEM.

DISCOVER MORE
www.northumbria.ac.uk/about-us/
academic-departments/mathematicsphysics-and-electrical-engineering/
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FEATURE

STEM
FACILITIES
Northumbria has co-invested* £6.7m in Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics facilities to become a national
beacon for STEM excellence. The new technology and
laboratories include a bespoke engine test cell facility, wind
tunnel, scaled tutorial mock-ups of working automotive
systems, 50-tonne test frame and actuator,
scanning electron microscope (SEM), a rapid
prototyping makerspace and improved 3D
printing facilities. Northumbria University
News provides a glimpse of the future with a
selection of images (below) showcasing the
facilities now available to students.
* With the Higher Education Funding Council for England (HEFCE)
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THE BIG INTERVIEW

Big Interview: Professor Peter Francis
Northumbria has many reasons to be proud, from the fantastic work done by students, to the teaching and research that is
undertaken by its academics, not to mention the world-changing achievements of its alumni. Northumbria University News meets
Professor Peter Francis, Deputy Vice-Chancellor, and Northumbria graduate himself, to discuss some of his reasons to be proud…
Q. How long have you been
with the University and what do
you do?
I graduated from Northumbria
in 1989 having completed a
BA Hons Government and
Public Policy, before going
on to study and work at Hull
and Leicester Universities. I
came back to Northumbria in
1994, and have undertaken a
number of leadership roles since
then, including Director of the
Community Safety Research
Centre, Head of Department
of Arts, Head of Department
of Social Sciences, Associate
Dean Academic, Associate
Dean Learning and Teaching,
Acting Dean School of Arts
and Social Sciences and Pro
Vice-Chancellor Learning
and Teaching. Throughout my
time at Northumbria I have
been fortunate to undertake a
number of acting responsibilities,
which was a really useful way
of learning and developing my
knowledge and skills. I have also
had leadership roles externally,
including being a Senior Advisor
to the Home Office during the
noughties. I became Deputy
Vice-Chancellor in May 2015
with strategic responsibility for
learning and teaching, alongside
strategic planning. I teach a
year-long second-year module
on criminological theory with
Dr Pam Davies and Dr Tanya
Wyatt, both in the Department
of Social Sciences, and I’m
currently working on a couple
of books for completion this
year – one a research methods
textbook with Pam, and the
other a criminological theory
monograph. A book on Victims,
which I’ve edited with Pam, is out
in March this year.
Q. How have you seen the
University evolve over time?
From a physical perspective,
the University Campus and
infrastructure has changed
dramatically. My first office was
situated in a building that is now
Sport Central. A cinema was where
City Campus East, our Business
and Law and our Arts, Design and
Social Sciences buildings are now
situated, and Coach Lane Campus
was roughly half the size it is now.
I think it is safe to say our campus
today looks and feels wonderful,
a really special learning and
working environment.
Beyond the physical changes,
the University has also driven
real improvements in research
and teaching, with the synergies
between the two driving
excellent student learning
opportunities, and really
strong business relationships.

Professor Peter Francis, Deputy Vice-Chancellor.

Experiential learning lies at the heart
of much of what we do, with research,
scholarship and professional practice
underpinning all programme
content. Our enterprise activities are
developing well, with huge ambition,
and if you look at our achievements
in relation to student entry quality
and the Research Excellence
Framework (REF) 2014, for example,
recent changes have helped to build
Northumbria into a substantial,
successful, challenger organisation.
None of which we could have
achieved without the commitment
of our academic and professional
support colleagues.
Q. Why do you think we should
celebrate our strengths and successes?
Northumbria is a fantastic place
to work and study. Our Reasons to
be Proud initiative really shows a
confidence in who we are and what
we have achieved. For me, Reasons
to be Proud is an opportunity
to celebrate and recognise the
contribution that colleagues and
students make to the organisation,
bringing them together in a way that
we haven’t done so before.
We’ve become stronger as an
institution over time, achieving many
of our ambitions, and we have some
great evidence to show our progress.
I’ve already mentioned REF 2014
[which highlighted the University as
having the biggest rise in research
power of any university in a national
assessment of research quality in UK
universities]. Alongside this, I could
point towards the many excellent
National Student Survey (NSS)
satisfaction results at programme
level many of which are over 90%,
the improvements in good honours
achieved by our students, and the
higher entry requirements of our

students. I could also talk at length
about the awards that colleagues
achieve such as Elaine Campbell’s
recent National Teaching Fellowship
Scheme award, or Student Support
and Wellbeing securing the THE
Management and Leadership award
for Outstanding Student Services
Team, to the major research grants
secured by colleagues, from EPSCR,
ESRC, AHRC etc.
Clearly, there is much to do, but all
of the evidence suggests that we are
on our way to where we want to be.
We are making great progress. As we
approach our 25th Year we’re starting
to come of age, and I think we need
to be more confident about saying
that we’re excellent at what we do.
Q. Since you became Deputy ViceChancellor, which of Northumbria’s
achievements are you particularly
proud of?
Oh, there are so many that it’s
hard to identify just a handful. I’m
particularly proud of all the work
done by colleagues to develop and
deliver our new approach to student
support services through the three
new Student Central locations
[page 1-2]. This project, once it’s
fully completed later this year, will
transform our students’ experience
here, giving them access to the
support services they need at the click
of a button or in one place and helping
to align support with need. This will
revolutionise the student experience at
Northumbria.
The 2015 NSS score of 88% stands
out during this time, with some of
the Learning and Teaching scores
demonstrating the really high-quality
of teaching we give our students here.
It is clear that there is a momentum
of great learning and teaching
within the institution. Just last year

we developed new programmes as
part of Programme Framework for
Northumbria Awards (PFNA) with
quality and academic excellence at
their core. We’ve just submitted our
application to Teaching Excellence
Framework (TEF) which has been
introduced by the Government to help
inform student choice and recognise
and reward excellent teaching. We
will receive the results from this in
May 2017, but from my perspective
it was a strong application and the
evidence we drew upon from Faculties
and Services confirmed to me the real
quality of our provision.
We also have a good relationship
with the Students’ Union and some
of the work we’ve done together
around student engagement has
been particularly strong. The recent
Go Out and Listen Day, organised
by the Students’ Union, which
the Vice-Chancellor and I were
involved in along with Faculty
colleagues was great fun and great
to meet so many students who
are enjoying their studies here.
Beyond that we’ve achieved some
really fantastic awards including
THE Business School of the Year
2015 and the AACSB accreditation,
which puts the Business School in
the top 1% worldwide – that was the
culmination of I think nine years
of hard work for colleagues in the
Business School. All of those things
plus many, many more.
Q. Why do you think staff and
students should come and study or
work here?
Students and staff will be joining a
University which is clearly making
a name for itself and differentiating
itself from others. They will be
joining an organisation which wants
to collaborate with them in the next

stage of their development and
through their success we will
develop even further.
For students why wouldn’t you
want to come to Northumbria and
learn from great minds, thinkers,
academics and researchers.? Why
wouldn’t you want to come to
Northumbria and have a fantastic
time at a superb campus with
excellent facilities in a City which
is second to none? Why wouldn’t
you want to study at a University
with excellent placement and
study abroad opportunities?
External organisations want to
work in partnership with us too,
and we’ve got great evidence of
that. I’m thinking of Unilever,
Baltic, Santander to name but
three. I think we are beginning to
challenge the status quo and we do
things differently by design – we
want to work collaboratively with
organisations to contribute in
ways that traditional relationships
with other institutions might not
always deliver. And that can only
benefit students, and colleagues.
The most important investment
that any organisation makes is
in its staff, so it’s important for
us to continue to recognise their
expertise and empower them
to be the best they can be. We
are committed to supporting
colleagues to fully recognise and
achieve their potential whilst
at Northumbria.
Q. How would you like to see
people get involved in the
Reasons to be Proud initiative?
I want colleagues and students to
get involved, to contribute ideas
about anything that involves and
reflects their positive experience
here. Whether its people, places,
or ways of doing things.
This is a fantastic opportunity for
students and staff to identify why
they are proud to be associated
with Northumbria.
Q. If you could sum up your
Reason or Reasons to be Proud
of Northumbria, what would
they be?
That’s hard. What about:
• Our excellent students and
their achievements;
• Colleagues, academic and
professional support, and the
contribution they make to the
University; and
• Northumbria’s developing
reputation for quality and
excellence in all that we do.
The University is collecting
everyone’s Northumbria
Reasons to be Proud. People
can get involved by using
#NUreasons on social media
or email bc.studentcomms@
northumbria.ac.uk
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Business lands biggest order to date
following Northumbria KTP

A Knowledge Transfer Partnership between Northumbria and global ink supplier Multichem has been recognised as
‘outstanding’ by government agency Innovate UK.

K

nowledge Transfer
Partnerships (KTPs)
are three-way
partnerships between
a business, a university and a
graduate, and are designed to
help businesses improve their
competitiveness and productivity
through the better use of
knowledge, technology and skills.
The successful Northumbria
KTP saw academics from
the university’s department
of applied science, led by Dr
Justin Perry, working with
Northumbria chemistry PhD
graduate Dr Tom Winstanley
and the team at Hexham-based
ink-manufacturer Multichem.
Together they developed a new,
greener, permanent ink which
passes strict environmental and
child safety regulations. Despite
only being launched in January
this year the new product is
already having a major impact,
with large orders already received
from companies in Latin America
and Asia. These deals will see the
monthly tonnage of ink produced
by Multichem rise by 20%.
Speaking about the project,
Tom said: “Working within
Northumbria’s science

L-R: Multichem product development manager Dr Tom Winstanley, Multichem managing director Michael Nelson and Professor Justin Perry
of Northumbria University.

department under the supervision of
Dr Justin Perry allowed me to really
advance my understanding of inks.
This understanding, along with the
in-house expertise of Multichem’s
Lab team, led to the creation of
PP200, our new permanent ink;
which has resulted in Multichem’s
biggest single order in the company’s
history. Indeed the sales which
are predicted for 2017 are already
exceeding our sales projections

for five years’ time, which is an
incredible achievement.”
In addition to the new ink, other
products were also created during
the KTP, including a bespoke ink
additive developed using renewably
sourced materials. The product is
expected to prove popular among
pen manufacturers across the globe,
with prospective customers in
Latin America already undertaking
production trials.

The collaborative nature of the KTP
programme has delivered benefits for
all three partners – business impact
for Multichem, application of research
for Northumbria, and a way for Tom
to broaden his skills, leading to a
managerial career in manufacturing
innovation. Multichem managing
director Michael Nelson said: “The
knowledge transfer from this KTP
has enabled us to position Multichem
as a leading supplier of sophisticated

and environmentally friendly ink
products. Thanks to this project
we have significantly improved
our in-house product development
process which is now based on
science-led, quantitative, robust,
well-documented procedures
using analytical chemistry,
product performance and
manufacturing considerations,
and commercial insights.”
Funding of around £94,000,
approximately two-thirds of the
project’s total cost, was provided
by Innovate UK, which has
since awarded the KTP a rating
of ‘outstanding’, recognising
the project’s achievements and
lasting impact. Although the
two-year project has now come
to an end, the exchange of
knowledge between Northumbria
and Multichem is continuing.
Multichem recently provided
a year-long placement for a
Northumbria undergraduate,
funded by the Royal Society of
Chemistry, and further projects
are currently under discussion.

DISCOVER MORE
www.northumbria.ac.uk/ktp

Pushing the boundaries of forensic law at Northumbria
The Government’s Chief Scientific Adviser Professor Sir Mark Walport has visited Northumbria to deliver a public lecture about
the power of forensic science in law.

D

uring his talk, entitled
Forensic Science and
Beyond, Sir Mark
discussed the different
and innovative ways analytical
science is being used, from within
the pharmaceutical industry to
cyberspace. He also discussed his
influential 2015 Annual Report
around the future of forensic science,
to which a number of experts from
Northumbria contributed chapters.
The talk took place at Northumbria
Law School, which carries out leading
research into the role forensic science
plays in the legal process through
its internationally-recognised
Northumbria Centre for Evidence and
Criminal Justice Studies (NCECJS).
The work of the Centre regularly
contributes to policy-making, creating
international research collaboration
opportunities and offering a realworld learning experience for
Northumbria’s law students.

Academics from the NCECJS
provided evidence used by Sir Mark
as part of his 2015 report, which
focused on the power of analytical
science and the many different ways
it can be applied. This included the
use of forensic science in court cases
to help with identification; as well
as less traditional uses which deliver
wider benefits for society.
Much of this multi-focused
approach was reflected in a chapter
of the report by Tim Wilson,
Professor of Criminal Justice Policy
and a member of the NCECJS
research group at Northumbria Law
School. Professor Wilson’s chapter
drew on research by Northumbria
academic Derek Johnson about crossborder offending. It also included
contributions by Associate Head of
the Department of Applied Sciences
Sophie Carr, as well as the Director of
the NCECJS Dr Michael Stockdale, a
leading expert on the law of evidence,

and a number of other academic and
professional colleagues in Belgium,
Sweden and the USA.
Another regular visitor to
Northumbria who contributed to
the report was leading forensic
scientist Dr Angela Gallop, who was
involved in the Stephen Lawrence
and Damilola Taylor investigations.
Together with co-author Karen
Squib-Williams, a barrister, former
senior member of the CPS and now a
post-graduate research student at the
Law School, their chapter describes
the long journey from the collection
of traces at a crime scene to the use of
these as evidence in a courtroom.
Another chapter of Sir Mark’s
report was provided by Gary Pugh,
the Director of Forensic Services
at the Metropolitan Police and, for
many years, a visiting professor at
Northumbria. His chapter focused on
the idea that forensic science is one of
the most widely known and yet least

Sir Mark Walport.

understood areas of science.
As well as delivering the lecture,
Sir Mark also took time to visit
Northumbria’s Student Law Office
where he met fourth year law
students and Chris Simmonds, a
solicitor tutor and member of the
Law Society’s Access to Justice
Committee. During the visit, Chris
explained that the centre offered a
wide range of advice, assistance and
representation for clients in the local

community, and provided students
experience of professional practice
after graduation. Since 2008 the
Student Law Office has represented
more than 2,300 clients and secured
almost £1million on their behalf.

DISCOVER MORE
www.northumbria.ac.uk/law
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DISCOVER MORE
www.northumbria.ac.uk/nebs

Northumbria is bringing graduates and businesses together through a European-funded project
designed to create greater employment opportunities and help firms grow. We speak with
Northumbria’s Graduate Internship Manager Victor Ottaway to find out more.

F

or many graduates looking
to kick-start their career, an
internship with a small or
medium sized enterprise
(SME) could be the ideal first step.
At the same time, employing a
talented young graduate can trigger
commercial growth and open up
new markets for SMEs. Yet despite
the benefits, Victor Ottaway believes
these opportunities can easily be
overlooked; perhaps due to a lack
of awareness or understanding on
both sides. However, the University
is helping to overcome barriers
to success through the Graduate
Internship strand of its new project,
Northumbria Enterprise and
Business Support (NEBS).
Funded by the European
Regional Development Fund
(ERDF) the project is focused
specifically on SMEs in Tyne & Wear
and Northumberland to help 130
individual businesses find their
next generation of graduate talent.
The scheme can also contribute
£3,825 towards the salary
costs, with a minimum starting
salary of £17,000 pa pro rata for
the graduates.
“It is really interesting listening to
graduates and SMEs,” says Victor.
“Many often want to engage with

the other but feel it is complicated
and simply don’t know where
to begin. The NEBS project is a
really straightforward process
for the graduate and the SME to
engage with and is overcoming
these perceived barriers. I know
through my own experiences
of working for a small company
after leaving University there are
skills, experiences and attributes
that I still carry with me today.
Because of the smaller numbers
of staff there are usually more
opportunities to be involved in
a wider range of activities, learn
and engage with all staff including
the Chief Executive or Owner. You
can often see your impact and
measure your contribution to the
business and their customers.
Victor adds: “By working closely
with SMEs we can identify the
benefits clearly. Graduates come
from a huge range of subjects,
have great skills, knowledge and
experience from their courses. In
addition, they can bring practical,
relevant and/or transferable work
experience from their ‘student
jobs’ as well as many other outside
activities students become
involved with. Another reason for
employing a new graduate for an
SME is that they can shape their
new employee, building upon the
skills and new ideas graduates
can bring.

The funding provided by NEBS
towards the salary costs of the
graduate significantly reduces
the recruitment and financial
risks and really enables both the
SME and the Graduate Intern to
develop a positive and productive
relationship. For some it is like
a 6-month trial before deciding
whether to develop a longer-term
employment contract.
Northumbria supported 70
Graduate Internships during a
similar project funded by the
European Regional Development
Fund between 2013-2015. The
results for both graduates and
SMEs were impressive:
• 75% of the graduates were
offered full time permanent
positions by their employing SME
at the end of the internship.
• 71% of SMEs reported an increase
in turnover, including up to
£200,000, as a direct result of
employing a graduate intern.
NEBS funding is open to
graduates from Northumbria and
other universities.
If you’d like more information
about Graduate Internships please
contact Victor Ottaway, Graduate
Internship Manager (victor.
ottaway@northumbria.ac.uk / 0191
227 4044). You can also register
your business’s interest at www.
northumbria.ac.uk/nebs.

CASE STUDY
Northumbria Design for Industry Graduate Tom Leslie is
currently employed as an intern through the project with
Newcastle-based business James Design. The company
designs and makes a wide variety of high quality, made-toorder furniture for business and domestic customers.
Owner Nick James said: “The NEBS project from Northumbria is
extremely useful, both for me as a small business able to take on
talented staff like Tom, and for the graduates themselves looking
for the right opportunity and experience. New graduates will
generally have excellent design skills and capabilities, but they
may not have had much industry experience. What NEBS provides
is some much needed breathing space for an employer to train
and develop a new recruit properly, without the financial pressure
to deliver an immediate return. This is far more sustainable and
can help build a more secure long-term future for the graduates.
“It is also worth mentioning the different types of orders we
receive here at James Design, which can range from a large Board
Room meeting table one day to a small coffee table and anything in
between the next. This variety offers a wealth of experience for Tom.”

Tom Leslie and Nick James.
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Home is where the ‘art’ is

Two empty properties have been renovated by Northumbria academics in a unique project designed to change
people’s perceptions of homelessness.

T

he People, Pavements and
Property project brought
together current and
former homeless people
with artists, tradesmen, members of
the local community, charities and
housing groups. Working together,
the group renovated two empty
Newcastle properties. During the
process, homeless participants had the
opportunity to learn new skills and
experience working as part of a team.
Coordinated by Northumbria
academics Oliver Moss and Adele
Irving, the project coincides with
an important moment in the
history of homelessness – the 50th
anniversary of Cathy Come Home.
The BBC television play, directed by
Ken Loach, is credited with placing
homelessness and housing insecurity
on the political agenda.
Adele said: “Despite significant
progress being made in terms of
understanding and responding to
homelessness over the past 50 years,
it remains a significant and growing
social problem. Public understanding
of the issue is potentially critical in
terms of shaping and influencing

Northumbria academics Oliver Moss (L) and Adele Irving (R).

policy and practice responses, but
investigation of this suggests there is
widespread misunderstanding of the
causes and effects of homelessness.
People, Pavements and Property is
thus an ambitious, public awarenessraising project.
“The project has brought back into
use two empty properties, which
are now fit-for-purpose homes for
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people who may never have had this
type of security before. We hope to
have contributed in a small way to
giving participants a greater sense of
purpose, structure and routine, an
opportunity to upskill and enhance
their employment opportunities,
a chance to broaden their social
networks and gain greater confidence
and self-esteem. And, we hope to

have demonstrated what is possible
through goodwill, generosity and
collective effort.”
In addition to the property
renovations, Adele and Oliver have
also commissioned a number of artists
to work with homeless people and the
general public to develop a series of
insights into the interconnected issues
of housing and homelessness.

The finished artwork and renovated
properties were unveiled during a
one-day symposium at Newcastle
Civic Centre. The event featured
contributions from Patrick Butler
from The Guardian, Campbell Robb
from Shelter and leading academic
Professor Suzanne Fitzpatrick. The art
work will now be exhibited across the
North East over the coming months.
As part of the People, Pavements and
Property project, Adele and Oliver
collaborated with a number of local
partners, including Newcastle City
Council, Home Group, Shelter, Byker
Community Trust, Changing Lives,
the North East Homeless Think Tank
and Bells Group North East.
It follows a 2015 project in which
the pair launched a ‘sound-walk’,
built around interactive signage
installed in Newcastle city centre and
designed to challenge and inform
public perceptions of homelessness
and related issues.

DISCOVER MORE
www.northumbria.ac.uk/socialsciences
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L-R: Academic Lead for Creative Fuse North East at Northumbria Mark Bailey, Design Research Fellow Dr Emmanouil Chatzakis and Research Assistants Dr Kate Lampitt Adey and Nate Sterling.

New project fusing creative
connections

Northumbria has joined forces with four other North East universities to launch a £4m project designed
to unlock the potential of the region’s creative, digital and IT (CDIT) sector.

C

reative Fuse North
East will see specialist
staff and academics
from Northumbria,
Newcastle, Durham, Sunderland
and Teesside universities teaming
up with industry experts,
cultural organisations, charities
and the public sector to explore
how CDIT firms can support
each other.
The aim is to share best practice
and encourage the adoption of
innovative working practices
to help the sector become more
resilient and grow more quickly –
creating more and better jobs for
the region. The scheme will also

look at how skills in the CDIT sector
can be transferred to other areas by
placing creative practitioners within
sectors such as transport and health.
The project was officially launched
by the former Minister of State for
Culture and the Digital Economy,
the Right Hon Ed Vaizey MP, who
has been appointed Chairman
of the Creative Fuse North East
Advisory Board. He said: “The
growth of the Creative, Digital and
IT sector is absolutely vital for the
economy. However, as many of these
businesses are small they often lack
the knowledge, experience or the
resources to grow, innovate and reach
their full potential. For this reason I

am thrilled to be able to play a part
in Creative Fuse North East. This
partnership of five universities has
the potential to make a real and long
lasting impact on these businesses,
the wider region and provide a real
boost to its economy.”
As part of the first phase of the
project a comprehensive research
study of the region’s CDIT sector
was carried out, involving thousands
of businesses and individuals.
Data from the survey is now being
compiled and analysed by a team of
specialists from Northumbria and
the other universities involved. The
findings will be used to inform and
shape a number of innovative action

research projects and professional
development activities, designed to
support the region’s CDIT businesses.
The Academic Lead for Creative
Fuse North East at Northumbria,
Mark Bailey, explains: “Our team
will be using a design-led approach to
promote fusion between and within
organisations that will enable them to
create new, unexpected opportunities
through multidisciplinary
collaboration. This will be actionpacked research involving many
different companies, academics,
researchers and, importantly,
students who often provide the
creative spark required to ignite
new innovations.”

Supporting Northumbria’s
drive to grow creative, digital and
IT innovation in the region, the
University is currently investing
£52 million in improvements
to the city centre campus. This
will include two brand new
state-of-the-art new buildings,
one housing the School of
Architecture and the other home
to the department of Computer
and Information Sciences. This
investment will support the
university’s IT and digital courses.

DISCOVER MORE
www.northumbria.ac.uk/

NEW FUSE APPOINTMENTS

D

esign Research Fellow
Dr Emmanouil
Chatzakis
and Research
Assistants Dr Kate Lampitt
Adey and Nathan Sterling have
been appointed to support
Northumbria’s role in the
Creative Fuse North East project.
Based at the Northern Design
Centre, the trio will be engaging

Creative Fuse North East project team members.

with local businesses to establish how
design skills and technology can be
shared and applied to solve a variety
of challenges.
They will be working with
organisations of all sizes and
encouraging collaboration, allowing
business to share their expertise to
benefit the region as a whole.
Dr Chatzakis said: “Fuse is all about
working together to solve problems

which may seem too big to
be tackled alone. We will
be considering how design
can be applied to a variety of
sectors to improve the way
businesses work. This is a
very exciting and innovative
project that we hope will
have tangible results for the
North East.”
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Faster, Higher, Stronger
An evening to remember for
Northumbria’s Para-athletes

The North East’s great and good came together on the red carpet to celebrate Northumbria’s medal winning
Paralympian students at the University’s state-of-the-art Sport Central.

T

he fundraising dinner
and auction to support
excellence in disability and
Para-sport raised £96,000
for the University’s Faster, Higher,
Stronger fund which will provide
disability sport scholarships for
elite athletes studying and training
at Northumbria.

It was also an evening to celebrate
the University’s four student athletes
who brought home six medals
between them from the Paralympic
Games in Rio last year.
The money will also go towards
funding research opportunities
to create and apply knowledge
about sport performance, health

and wellbeing, as well as paying
for specialist equipment and
technology to enable more
students to participate in sport
at Northumbria.
The glamorous event was hosted
by Northumbria alumnus and
former Scottish rugby international
Scott Hastings, alongside Fabulous

Flournoy, player and head coach of
Newcastle Eagles.
Guest speaker at the event was the
University’s Chancellor and 11-times
Paralympic gold medal winner,
Baroness Tanni Grey-Thompson.
She was joined by triple
Paralympic champion and former
world-record holder Stephen Miller

MBE, Northumbria University
alumnus and honorary graduate,
alongside Northumbria University’s
Paralympic athletes.

DISCOVER MORE
www.northumbria.ac.uk/
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INTERNATIONAL

Transatlantic trip for
top US scholars

Raise me up!
Northumbria is predicting an increase in the
number of American students choosing to
study at the university after becoming the
first academic institution outside the USA and
Canada to register with the micro-scholarship
scheme and social enterprise www.Raise.me.

T
Professor Jon Reast, Pro Vice-Chancellor (International).

Around 70 of America’s best scholars travelled to Northumbria
University for a three-day conference and tour of Newcastle’s
cultural and historical hotspots.

T

he University hosted
the US-UK Fulbright
Commission’s annual
Forum conference in
January, which was based in various
locations across Northumbria’s City
Campus and the wider North East.
The US-UK Fulbright Commission
was created by a treaty signed by both
countries on 22 September 1948. It
is a non-profit organisation based in
London and its aim is to foster mutual
cultural understanding through
educational exchange between both
countries. To do this, Fulbright helps
students, scholars and professionals
interested in studying abroad in the
US or UK through its world-renowned
scholarship programme.
This is the first time the annual
Fulbright Forum has been hosted
at Northumbria. It forms part of
the University’s announcement to
partner with the Commission and
offer an annual scholarship to an
American student for postgraduate
study in the field of Art and Design.
Fulbright is arguably the most
prestigious scholarship programme
in the world, recognising academic
excellence and fostering educational
exchanges between the US and UK.
The Fulbright-Northumbria Award
was established in 2014, following
discussions between the University
and the Fulbright Commission
regarding the development of
an award that would reflect
Northumbria’s strengths in Art and
Design. The award covers the costs
of tuition and also provides living
expenses to support the student
during their time at Northumbria.

Northumbria’s inaugural Fulbright
Scholar for 2016 is Catriona
Whiteside who is studying a Masters
in Conservation of Fine Art, a twoyear postgraduate degree focussing
on restoration and conservation in
works of art of paper. The award
will fund Catriona’s study and living
costs over the two years. Born in
England and raised in the United
States, Catriona graduated from the
University of Arkansas in 2014 with a
BA in Chemistry and Fine Art. While
in the UK she is looking forward to
exploring the rich culture and history
of the North East and developing
her passion for art conservation. In
completing her studies Catriona will
join an illustrious group of Fulbright
Alumni including members of US
Congress and Nobel and Pulitzer
Prize winners.
Professor Jon Reast, Pro ViceChancellor (International) at
Northumbria University, said: “We
were incredibly pleased to welcome
around 70 American scholars
currently studying, researching and
lecturing in the UK, to Northumbria
University. The Fulbright
Commission is such a prestigious
organisation, that it really is an
important indicator of the quality
of its UK partner universities. We
currently have students from more
than 140 countries from around the
world. The Fulbright Commission
and other initiatives have been really
helpful in bringing more US students
to Northumbria.”
Applications for the next 2017
award have shown a sharp increase
on last year and over the next few

Catriona Whiteside.

weeks the University will work
with the Fulbright Commission to
select the successful candidate. The
Fulbright-Northumbria Award is
part of a programme of increased
engagement with the US, embodied
by its status as a commitment partner
in Generation Study Abroad, a US
Government-supported initiative to
double the number of US students
studying overseas annually from
300,000 in 2011/12 to 600,000 by 2020.
Penny Egan CBE, US-UK
Fulbright Commission Executive
Director, said: “We partner with
the best universities in the UK
and are particularly impressed
with Northumbria’s record in art
and design. This year we asked a
number of our partner institutions
about hosting the annual Forum
conference, and Northumbria
came up with the most engaging
programme that has proved to be
very inspiring for our American
grantees. We’re delighted to have
been able to spend time here.”

DISCOVER MORE
www.fulbright.org.uk/

he initiative allows
American high school
pupils to earn money
through their academic
performance and extra-curricular
activity, including athletics,
volunteering and community
engagement. They can then
put this towards the cost of a
university degree in the form of a
scholarship. The amount they can
use varies for different universities
– in the case of Northumbria,
American students registered with
Raise.me can earn a maximum
of $2,000 towards their tuition if
they chose to study here.
The aim of the scheme is to
make higher education more
accessible to American students
from all backgrounds. Until
recently only American and
Canadian universities were
taking part in Raise.me, but now
Northumbria has become the first
UK university to register, meaning
American students can now
choose to spend the money they
earn studying at Northumbria.
This move reflects Northumbria’s
growing global vision and its aim
to build new partnerships and
connections across the world.
Northumbria has already
identified over 340 American
students who would be eligible to
study at the university through
the Raise.me scholarship. They
are all high school seniors,
due to graduate this year, who
have registered their interest in
Northumbria via the Raise.me
website and who are expected to
achieve the grades required. Of
these, approximately 60% have
earned the maximum $2,000.
The scheme aims to engage
American students at an early
stage – they can register with
Raise.me and begin earning
money towards their university
education from the age of

13. It is hoped this will allow
Northumbria to build on its
existing ties in the US and
establish long-term relationships.
Northumbria University’s
International Recruitment
Manager for the Americas,
Iain Harris said: “Northumbria
already has an excellent reputation
internationally, with students
from over 130 different countries
coming here each year.
“This is a result of our academic
excellence, research strengths,
career opportunities and student
experience, with Northumbria
recently ranking third in the
UK for overall satisfaction in the
International Student Barometer.
“We already have strong
partnerships with a number
of US institutions and host a
large number of Study Abroad
students from America each year,
as well as attracting full-time
American students to a variety of
programmes across our faculties.
“We are very proud to be the
first UK institution to join the
Raise.me micro-scholarship
scheme – what impressed us
about the initiative was not only
the opportunity to engage with
students from an early stage but
also to provide opportunities to
students who might not otherwise
have considered higher education,
or studying abroad.
“Having an internationally
diverse student body is beneficial
to all students and the university
as a whole, allowing for the
exchange of ideas and new ways
of working and thinking, as well
as cementing our reputation as a
truly global institution.”

DISCOVER MORE
www.northumbria.ac.uk/
international
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Dis-United States of America

Northumbria’s outstanding American Studies academics have been at the
forefront of international commentary on Donald Trump’s journey to the White
House, reaching a global audience of more than 25 million people through live
interviews on BBC News, Sky News, Al Jazeera, France 24, and Deutsche Welle,
while also contributing high-profile written articles through news platforms
such as The Conversation. Ahead of President Trump’s inauguration earlier this
year, Professor in American Studies Brian Ward, Reader in US History Michael
Patrick Cullinane and Reader and Associate Professor Randall J Stephens, gave
their views on this defining day and offered their predictions for what promises
to be a dramatic and controversial next four years.

A new age of
uncertainty

P

undits, academics, and
other fretting observers
are reaching for historical
parallels. Perhaps this is
like the transition from presidential
arch-enemies John Adams to
Thomas Jefferson in 1800, they offer.
Others compare Trump to a host
of politicians from the 19th and
20th centuries. Yet, Trump defies
comparison. And the transition from
President Barack Obama to Donald
Trump bears little resemblance
to past episodes. Obama has had
a difficult relationship with the
press and has ruffled the feathers of
foreign leaders. But that all pales in
comparison to what we might expect
from a president Trump. Just in the
last week Trump reviled established
media outlets as fake news. He made
a farce of his first press conference
since July. He has retaliated against
his political and personal enemies
in ways that would make Richard
Nixon blush. Additionally, based on
his stream-of-consciousness stump
speeches and hastily written, 4am
tweets, he has little to no interest in
policy and much of the business of
being president. Never before has
a president entered the oval office
with neither political nor military
experience. Trump’s hardcore
supporters, of course, see this as a
tremendous asset. Their candidate
says what is on his mind, regardless
of the consequences.
Several weeks ago I attended
the 131st annual meeting of the
American Historical Association.
The rotund, mustachioed Grover
Cleveland was president when the
organization first met in 1886. Those
historians gathered at this year’s
meeting in Denver all wondered
what the 45th president would be
like. Many would likely agree with
Wolfgang Ischinger, the chairman
of the Munich Security Conference,
who recently told the New York

A Presidential
personality like
no other

Times that “There have never been
so many uncertainties about the
future of the trans-Atlantic bond.”
Numerous uncertainties surround
the Trump presidency. That is likely
why the incoming Commander in
Chief has a historically low approval
rating. An ABC News/Washington
Post poll shows that Trump’s 54%
unfavorable rating is a 40-year low.
By contrast, eight years ago, Barack
Obama entered the office with a
79% favorable rating. One of the
more interesting sessions at the
American Historical Association
meeting featured leading historians
who spoke about what we might
expect from a Trump presidency. It
was a gloomy affair, to say the least.
Panelists questioned the incoming
chief executive’s ability to manage
the economy, conduct diplomacy,
avoid personal and financial scandal,
and to govern fairly. Princeton
University’s Sean Wilentz summed
up the proceedings well when he
hoped, perhaps beyond hope, that
Trump might at least carry out
the oath of office and protect the
Constitution.
- Randall J Stephens, Reader and
Associate Professor in History and
American Studies

T

rump’s bravado flies in
the face of conventional
political wisdom, which
can be an asset in a
campaign. As president, however,
he will need to keep his cool at
diplomatic summits, state visits,
and faces a regimen of briefings on
everything from national security
to agriculture policy. Given Trump
has been baited by his opponents on
matters as trivial as the size of his
hands, it will be imperative for him
to transform into a cooler character.
But his biographers, as well as his
friends and family say this kind of
personality shift is highly unlikely.
Trump’s ego, say those who know
him, is built upon a deep-seeded
insecurity complex. The man wants
to be accepted in Washington society,
but simultaneously mocks the very
crowd he seeks to rub shoulders with.
Since the election, Trump’s
transition from president-elect to
45th chief executive has been dogged
by controversy and international
scandal. In order to calm worries
about the global economy, Trump
will need to deal with China in a
manner more akin to past presidents.
Instigating a trade war, or worse a
shooting war in the South Pacific,
will end any chance he has for a
successful tenure. Equally, not
dealing more sternly with Russia
will infuriate congressional
Republicans who play an important
role in facilitating the president’s
agenda when it comes to replacing
Obamacare, building border fences,
or cutting taxes. Trump said it
was going to be easy to “drain the
swamp” and “Make America Great,
Again.” Now that he’s behind the
Resolute Desk, and he’ll find that
actions speak louder than words.
- Michael Patrick Cullinane, Reader
in American History

Making America
grate again?

E

xpect the unexpected,
runs the saying. But unlike
many of Donald Trump’s
public statements and
most of his inane tweets, at least
that cliché has a ring of truth to it.
As Trump assumes the presidency,
all bets are off. Depending on your
perspective, historical comparisons
with other controversial Presidents
offer either the reassurance that once
in office, they are rarely as bad as
their enemies fear, or the salutary
reminder that they are rarely as good
as their supporters hope.
It is, however, perhaps worth
remembering that one of the most
divisive of all American presidents
was Abraham Lincoln – a man whose
pledge to halt the spread of slavery
into new US territories was so odious
to some of his countrymen that
following his election in 1860, they
actually seceded from the Union to
set up the Confederacy. It appears as
if Trump will use Lincoln’s Bible to
take the oath of office. Obama did
the same in 2009 and 2013.
Yet it is hard to imagine two more
contrasting figures laying claim to
Lincoln’s legacy, under two more
disparate circumstances. Obama’s
victory in 2008 was hailed by many, if
by no means by everyone, as a triumph
for hope and as a potentially unifying
moment in the deeply troubled history
of US race relations, even if claims that
it heralded the dawn of a post-racial
America were dangerously misguided.
Generally speaking the Obama
Inaugural was a moment of celebration
and expectation. While Trump will
doubtless claim to have inspired the
“biggliest” Inaugural on record, for
vast swathes of America it clearly feels
like a wake; a moment to mourn and
fear for the future of their country.
Those fears are particularly acute
among the minorities who invested
such hope in Obama. After one of
the most divisive election campaigns

in US history, President-elect Trump
has repeatedly shown himself as at
best indifferent to racial realities and
sensitivities; at worst he has been
contemptuous of the continued plight
of African Americans and other
minorities in the United States. His
petulant twitter attack on civil rights
icon and Congressman John Lewis
on Martin Luther King Day drew
bi-partisan condemnation. His tweet
also demonstrated a staggering lack
of political judgement, historical
understanding and self-awareness: in
the 1960s, sharecroppers’ son Lewis
was jailed forty plus times for trying
to end segregation and secure the
right to vote for African Americans;
millionaire’s son Trump spent the end
of that decade avoiding the draft and
beginning a career in real estate that
later landed him in court accused of
racially discriminatory practices.
One final thought. In August
1855, Abraham Lincoln wrote to his
Kentucky confidant Joshua Speed on
the subject of slavery. His words have
a curiously contemporary resonance.
“Our progress in degeneracy appears
to me to be pretty rapid. As a nation,
we began by declaring that "all men are
created equal." We now practically read
it "all men are created equal, except
negroes" When the Know-Nothings get
control, it will read "all men are created
equal, except negroes, and foreigners,
and Catholics." When it comes to
this I should prefer emigrating to
some country where they make no
pretence of loving liberty - to Russia,
for instance, where despotism can be
taken pure, and without the base alloy
of hypocracy.” I wonder if Trump has
been taking notes.
- Brian Ward, Professor in
American Studies

DISCOVER MORE
www.northumbria.ac.uk/humanities
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Northumbria graduate lands
internship in Parliament

 History graduate is set to make his mark in the House of
A
Commons after securing a prestigious five-month internship
in Parliament.

E

History graduate Euan Macfarlane at Westminster.

uan Macfarlane, who
graduated last year with
an MA in History, will be
working in the office of
Melanie Onn, MP for Great Grimsby,
thanks to the Crohn’s and Colitis
UK internship programme. This
internship is designed to immerse
interns in the Parliamentary process
and provide first-hand experience to
support their future careers. Euan’s
role will also enable him to help
raise awareness of Crohn’s Disease
and Ulcerative Colitis, illnesses he
is very familiar with following his
own diagnosis of Inflammatory
Bowel Disease (IBD). His new role
involves a work programme for an
All Party Parliamentary Group on
IBD, providing him with a platform
to reach out to young people, raise
awareness, and demonstrate firsthand that living with these illnesses
does not have to restrict your career
ambitions.
He said: “The Parliamentary
Internship is both an immense
privilege and an amazing
opportunity. Having suffered from

IBD since my teenage years, I am no
stranger to the feelings of despair and
hopelessness that can arise as a result
of the condition. This internship
provides me with the opportunity to
demonstrate to young suffers that,
despite having IBD, it is possible to
lead a full and active life – and what a
better place to do than in Parliament.”
James McConnel, Reader in History
at Northumbria, taught Euan at
Northumbria and said of his success:
“The History staff are really pleased
that Euan has secured his internship
in the House of Commons. Through
his BA and MA at Northumbria,
he is equipped with the ideal skills
to be a successful parliamentary
assistant. We are delighted that
Euan has been given this wonderful
opportunity that will enable him to
gain the valuable experience for his
future career.”
Melanie Onn MP, whose office
Euan will be working in, added: “I
am really delighted to have Euan as
my Parliamentary intern through the
Crohn’s and Colitis UK internship
programme. It is really important

Northumbria course delivers
orthopaedic excellence

that people from a variety of
backgrounds with different personal
experiences, including those with
Crohn’s and Colitis, have the chance
of working in Parliament.
“This is a great opportunity for
Euan to experience working inside
the Houses of Parliament alongside
MPs and researchers and getting
to grips with the processes and
procedures of Westminster.”
Euan will be documenting his
experience through social media
platforms, with regular updates about
his internship. Northumbria offers
a range of courses in History and
other disciplines in its Department
of Humanities, with research staff in
this area rated Top 15 in the UK for
the quality of their publications. To
find out more about studying History
at Northumbria sign up for one of
our upcoming Open Days.

DISCOVER MORE
www.northumbria.ac.uk/history

Doctors from across the world have visited Northumbria to attend a prestigious six-day course, designed to support them in their journey
towards qualifying as orthopaedic consultants.

T

he intensive Postgraduate
Orthopaedics revision
course is the only one in
the UK to be accredited
by the Royal College of Surgeons,
attracting doctors from as far afield
as Hong Kong, Singapore, China
and Dubai. Specifically designed
to prepare them for the Fellowship
of the Royal Colleges of Surgeons
(Trauma and Orthopaedics)
examination, the programme
consists of a series of lectures,
medical practice and an advanced
clinical examination course, which
includes patient involvement.
The course has been held
annually at Northumbria since
2014 and has a growing global

reputation which has resulted in the
programme having been regularly
oversubscribed. During the first
year 26 candidates took part in the
programme, rising to 60 this year.
Orthopaedic surgeon and visiting
Professor Paul Banaszkiewicz,
organises and runs the course. He
said: “Northumbria University has
a global reputation for delivering
this highly respected and regarded
course. Having the only Royal
College of Surgeon accredited
FRCS(Tr&Orth) revision programme
in the country is testament to
the quality of the teaching and
reputation of the University. We are
now looking at how we can build on
this success in future.”

Professor Banaszkiewicz recently
published the third edition of his
international award-winning text
book; ‘Postgraduate Orthopaedics
– The Candidates Guide to the
FRCS (Trauma and Orthopaedics)
Examination’. The book is designed
to assist doctors in their studies
towards becoming consultant
orthopaedic surgeons.
Northumbria offers a range of
courses in Health and Life Sciences.
To find out more go to:
www.northumbria.ac.uk or sign up
for one of our upcoming Open Days.

DISCOVER MORE
www.northumbria.ac.uk
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Prestigious Northumbria
science
forensic science
appointment expert produces new
DNA guide
The Chartered Society of Forensic
Sciences has appointed Martin
Evison, Professor of Forensic Science
at Northumbria University and
leader of the University’s Forensic
Science Unit, as their President.

Martin Evison,
Professor of Forensic Science.

P

rofessor Evison was
appointed to the
prestigious position by
members of the Society
- an internationally recognised
professional body for forensic
practice with almost 3,000
members in over 60 countries.
Martin joined Northumbria in
September 2010 from the University
of Toronto, Canada, where he
was Director of the Forensic
Science Programme.
At Northumbria Martin leads a
group which undertakes interdisciplinary research with leading
national and international partners
within the sector. These include
the Home Office, Royal Military
Police Special Investigation
Branch, Western Australia Police,
the United Nations Mission in
Kosovo and the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (United States).
During his career Martin has
given expert evidence on forensic
archaeology and anthropology,

facial identification and the
potential for innocent transfer of
DNA. He has also contributed to
human rights abuse investigations
in Africa, Latin America, the
Middle East and the Balkans.
Commenting on his twoyear appointment as President,
Professor Evison said: “I am
honoured to take on this role.
Forensic science plays an
important social role, and it
is crucial we capitalise on the
current level of interest and
continue to demand the highest
standards in the profession and in
Higher Education.
“I hope that during my time as
President I will be able to share
the expertise of many talented
practitioners and academics within
forensic science, leading to even
further advancements in the field.”
Dr St John Usher, Head of
Department for Applied Sciences
at Northumbria University, said:
“We are delighted at Martin’s
appointment. Northumbria
has a reputation for academic
excellence, pioneering teaching
and international research, and
has been recognised as one of
the fastest risers amongst UK
universities in research power.
Martin plays a key role in what
the University is trying to achieve
going forward and his credentials
make him the ideal candidate for
the role of President. I know that
members of the Society will benefit
from his expertise, knowledge and
passion for forensic science.”

DISCOVER MORE
www.northumbria.ac.uk/forensics

A Northumbria University academic has co-produced a new
guide about the use of DNA in criminal investigations. Entitled
‘Making Sense of Forensic Genetics’ the publication aims to
share exciting new developments in the field of forensic science
as well as address misconceptions about the use of DNA.

T

he guide was co-written
by Robin Williams,
Professor of Forensic
Science Studies at
Northumbria, as part of a European
Forensic Genetics Network of
Excellence (EUROFORGEN)
project. Produced in partnership
with the charity Sense about
Science the guide explores how
DNA analysis can currently be used

within the criminal justice system,
what its limitations are and what
might be possible in the future. It
also includes real life case studies
where DNA evidence has been
crucial in criminal investigations
and where its misinterpretation has
led to miscarriages of justice.
The publication will explore
a number of points, including
whether DNA can be used to

predict physical traits in a person
such as face shape. While advances
in forensic genetics allow some
external features such as hair and
eye colour to be predicted, the
experts explain that there are limits
on what DNA can currently tell
us, with claims that a person’s face
shape can be predicted not actually
being scientifically proven.
He will also explore how DNA
from individuals who have nothing
to do with a crime might be present
at a crime scene. This is due to
the fact DNA can be transferred
by saliva from talking, sneezing,
coughing and by shedding
skin cells.
And while advancements in
forensic DNA techniques mean very
small traces of DNA can now be
detected, the experts argue that the
presence of DNA doesn’t establish
guilt; – they say it is an important
detection tool but must be taken in
context with other evidence.
Professor Williams said: “It is
important that the strengths and
limitations of DNA profiling in
support of criminal investigations
and prosecutions are understood by
all those involved in the criminal
justice process. This guide offers
a balanced perspective on the
current state and future prospects
of forensic genetics and explains
clearly the often misunderstood
statistical issues involved in
evaluating DNA evidence.”
Northumbria offers a range of
courses in Health and Life Sciences.
To find out more go to
www.northumbria.ac.uk

DISCOVER MORE
Robin Williams, Professor of Forensic Science.
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STUDENT
EMPLOYABILITY
Placements in industry are a core element of many of Northumbria’s courses. The University works with a wide range of
companies and organisations across a number of sectors to create opportunities to gain invaluable hands-on experience.
Northumbria University News has interviewed a selection of placement students to find out more.
AMY MCCONNELL, AMAZON
Amy is a third year student studying Business with Human Resource Management and is currently working as a
Recruiting Intern at Amazon.
Q: Why did you choose
this placement?
A: I made sure that the
placements I was applying for
involved some aspect of Human
Resources, as well as making
sure the companies I chose
were prestigious and reputable.
When I saw that Amazon offered
recruitment internships it was
the obvious choice for me. Being
given the chance to work within a

recruitment department for such
a global company that has a large
growth rate was extremely exciting
and something I definitely couldn’t
turn down.
Q: What has been the biggest
highlight so far?
A: I received an award for being
the most helpful member of staff
within my recruitment team, this
was due to always being willing to
take on any challenges that were

thrown my way and offering a hand
to anyone that needed it.
Q: How is this placement
benefiting your studies?
A: I'm gaining real practical
experience within the workplace.
This has given me a great platform
to be able to return to university
and complete my studies with a
better understanding of what it is
like to work in a large organisation.
Going into my final year, I will now

be able to draw on the experience
I have gained from different
professional situations as well
as from working in a large and
diverse workforce. Completing
a placement year at Amazon has
given me the greatest first step
towards a career within Human
Resources and Recruitment and
this will benefit me for many years
to come.

NICK LANDER, NEWCASTLE UNITED FOOTBALL CLUB
Nick undertook the placement during his final year of BSc Applied Sport Sciences with Coaching. He worked as
an intern within the Performance Analysis team at Newcastle United Football Club (NUFC).
Q: What did you work on during
your placement?

Q: What has been the biggest
highlight of working at NUFC?

Q: How did it benefit
your studies?

A: Our primary focus was the
filming of academy games, which
we then coded afterwards. I also
had the opportunity to 'live-code'
under-18s games (undertaking the
analysis of a match whilst in play,
with another intern filming) and to
also work with their then under-21s
and first team squads.

A: It was a privilege to have
worked within such a prestigious
club and to have had the
opportunity to see how a
professional football club runs on
a day-to-day basis. I really enjoyed
the entirety of the placement and
being able to ‘code’ the under-18s
was probably the professional
highlight of the placement.

A: As well as the skills learned
directly through my placement, I
had the opportunity to observe
high level, respected coaches
at work. I was able to take this
first-hand experience into my own
roles in grassroots sport and also
applied what I had learned to my
MSc Professional Practice in Sports
Coaching at Northumbria. I actually

based my dissertation within the
academy and I would never have
had access without being an intern.

EMILY SINCLAIR, MATTEL
Emily is in her final year of a BA Business with Marketing Management degree. She undertook a placement year
in London with global company Mattel.
Q: What did you work on during
your placement?
A: I was on the Regional Action
Figures team. I assisted with a
portfolio of licensed and Mattel
owned brands including World
Wrestling Entertainment (WWE),
Warner Bros and Toy Story with a
turnover of around £77 million. I
liaised with licensors to gain approval
on marketing assets such as WWE,
Sony, Microsoft, Mojang, Warner Bros.

I also built relationships with the
Mattel Global Brand Team based
in the USA and 12 local teams,
including five core markets; UK,
Germany, Spain, France, and Italy.
Q: What has been the biggest
highlight during your time
at Mattel?
A: The highlights were working
with WWE and seeing the show
rooms I coordinated and managed

in Nuremberg (one of the toy
industry's biggest fairs) and also in
London, where I met colleagues in
person who I had only spoken to
virtually from across Europe and
America. Also, although not work
related, I completed a 50 mile bike
ride on behalf of the toy trust and
raised £200.

Q: How did it benefit
your studies?
A: I now understand how
professionals in the workplace
think through strategic decisions.
I also view my work in a more
professional manner and my
organisational skills have improved
which has helped me to treat
university like a working day.
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Legal eagle recognised in
national awards

Northumbria law lecturer Elaine Campbell has achieved a highly prestigious National Teaching Fellowship in the
Higher Education Academy’s teaching awards.

T

he scheme celebrates
excellent practice
and outstanding
achievement in learning
and teaching in higher education.
Elaine’s success underscores
Northumbria’s commitment
to providing students with an
outstanding learning experience.
She was awarded the fellowship
in recognition of her contribution
to the Student Law Office, which
provides community-based probono legal services, and for her
role in developing Northumbria
Law School’s Business and
Commercial Law Clinic.
Elaine has also been recognised
for supporting students far
beyond teaching. She regularly
attends external networking
events, runs student-led advice
workshops and writes a studentfocused blog ‘we take care of
business’ – all of which contribute
to employability and career
prospects for students. Elaine has
also participated in initiatives
such as Global Entrepreneurship
Week to encourage start-ups, and
has helped establish a commercial

collaboration with a London-based
law clinic. The awards also noted her
extensive peer reviewed publications
and conference papers in several
fields, including clinical legal
education and her award-winning
social media work.
Professor Peter Francis, Deputy
Vice-Chancellor at Northumbria,
said: “Whether you are a student,
an academic or a member of our
professional support services, there
are many reasons to be proud of
Northumbria and this is certainly
one. Elaine’s award demonstrates
teaching and learning excellence
across everything that she does
within the institution, nationally and
internationally. Above all, it shows
that her work has real impact.
“Northumbria is on a
transformational journey towards
becoming a new kind of excellent
University, that’s research-rich,
business-focused and highly
professional, with a global reputation
for academic excellence. Elaine’s
work typifies how we’re bringing
together all of these critical
elements to give our students a
unique and valuable learning

experience. She consistently creates
opportunities for her students to
build their professional expertise
in a supported environment, while
at the same time achieving high
levels of academic excellence. And
Elaine does this by collaborating,
innovating, and modelling
entrepreneurial behaviours, as well
as making use of techniques such as
experiential learning.”
Jonny Hall, Faculty Associate Pro
Vice-Chancellor (Learning and
Teaching), added: “I congratulate
Elaine on this excellent achievement.
It’s a clear example of how she, along
with her colleagues, contributes
both directly and indirectly to the
continuing success of the office.
There are many exciting educational
initiatives being delivered in both the
Business and Law schools that will
demonstrate the excellent quality of
teaching that we offer our students
at all levels, and I’m sure this will
continue to be recognised through
awards like this.”

DISCOVER MORE
www.northumbria.ac.uk/law

Elaine Campbell.

Highest level of professional
recognition for lecturer

Northumbria senior lecturer Susan Bickerton has been named a Companion of the Chartered Management Institute (CMI).

T

he high-profile
appointment recognises
Susan’s business
achievements and
contributions to the profession
of management and leadership
throughout her career in the public
and third sectors. Companionship is
the highest level of CMI membership
and reflects standing and status in
terms of networking, prestige and
influence. Recipients must also be
nominated by fellow members.
Before joining Northumbria’s
Newcastle Business School as
programme leader for the BA
Leadership and Management part time
course, Susan was Group Director of
Care and Support with social housing
provider Thirteen Group. She has also
been Chief Executive of Newcastlebased support services charity
Norcare, and Executive Director of
the Northumberland Learning and

Skills Council.
She said: “While this is a
tremendous honour for me, it is very
much a measure of the quality of
my colleagues past and present, and
the support they have given over
the years. I would especially like
to thank my fellow CMI member
and colleague Jamie Carrahar for
nominating me.
“Whether it’s by helping to shape
policy and influence the future
of management and leadership,
or sharing my experiences with
the next generation of managers,
Companionship offers considerable
opportunities and responsibilities. As
Newcastle Business School has a global
reputation for teaching excellence and
research I am well placed to make the
most of these opportunities.”
Professor John Wilson, Pro
Vice-Chancellor for the Faculty of
Business and Law at Northumbria,

added: “This is a prestigious
appointment and a clear signal of
the high regard in which Susan is
held in her area of expertise. Having
academics with real-world business
experience and an obvious track
record of success enhances both the
learning experience for our students
and the potential for partnership and
research collaboration.”
Newcastle Business School’s BA
Leadership and Management part
time programme has a track record
of academic success. It is popular
with professionals looking to
develop their careers and leadership
skills as the part time evening
attendance works well for people in
full time employment.
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Engineering success Major
research to
at Northumbria
Leading figures who have made an impact in the world of business and engineering
have been recognised at Northumbria University. Professor Dame Ann Dowling,
the first female President of the Royal Academy of Engineering, and Dr W.A.
Wijewardena, the former Deputy Governor of the Central Bank of Sri Lanka, both
received honorary doctorates at Northumbria’s December graduation ceremonies.

help cancer
patients
Northumbria University is involved
in a new national NHS research trial
which will examine whether bowel
cancer surgery patients benefit from a
structured exercise programme before
and after major abdominal surgery.

Professor Ann Dowling.

T

he recipients of honorary
degrees are nominated by
the University’s staff for
their achievements, their
links to the University - and for
their sheer inspirational qualities.
Professor Dame Ann Dowling was
nominated by the University’s staff for
her achievements in engineering and
for inspiring to young people working
in the field, particularly women. For
almost 40 years she has applied her
mathematical skills to overcome some
obstinate engineering challenges.
She is a world authority on
combustion and acoustics and
former Head of the Department of
Engineering at the University of
Cambridge. In 2014, she became the
first female President of the Royal
Academy of Engineering.
Following her appointment, she
was asked by then Minister for
Universities, Science and Cities,
Rt Hon Greg Clark MP, to lead
The Dowling Review, which was
completed in July 2015, into how
the Government could develop
more effective collaborations
between businesses and British
university researchers.
Professor Dowling has also
held posts at two of the world’s
leading tech-focused institutions
in the US; Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT) and The
California Institute of Technology
(Caltech). In 2002, Professor
Dowling was appointed CBE by
the Queen for her services to

Dr W.A. Wijewardena.

mechanical engineering, as well as a
DBE for services to science in 2007,
which is the second highest Order of
the British Empire.
She was also asked to join the
highly prestigious Order of Merit
(OM) in December 2015 by Her
Majesty the Queen for advancing
the field of mechanical engineering.
Often referred to as the world’s
most exclusive club, the OM is
given to just 24 living recipients at
any one time. Moreover Professor
Dowling is only the tenth woman
to join, placing her alongside the
likes of Florence Nightingale and
Mother Theresa. She has always
been curious about the world and,
by her own admission, finds real joy
in puzzling things out and finding
a solution to a problem for the very
first time.
After receiving her honorary
degree from Northumbria,
Professor Dowling said: “I am
delighted and very honoured to
receive this recognition from
Northumbria University and for
sharing this very special occasion
with the students who graduated on
the same day.”
Dr Wijewardena is currently
President of the Business
Management School (BMS) in
Colombo, Sri Lanka. His career
at the Central Bank of Sri Lanka
lasted 37 years culminating in nine
years as the Deputy Governor,
responsible for economic research,
monetary policy, financial system

stability, public debt, rural credit
and banking.
Simultaneously, he was the
Chairman of both the Institute of
Bankers of Sri Lanka and the Sri
Lanka Accounting and Auditing
Standards Monitoring Board. He
retired from his Central Bank role
in 2009 to focus on his academic
interests. He became President of
BMS in 2010 and also undertook
visiting posts at several other
institutions, including the Asian
Institute of Technology, the
University of Sri Jayewardenepura
and Naresuan University.
He has also acted as Council
Member of the University of
Colombo, the leading university
in Sri Lanka. He is the author of
a number of books explaining
complex economic issues to a
general audience, including Capital
Markets in Sri Lanka: Problems and
Prospects and Economic Wisdom.
Dr Wijewardena said: “Hard
work is the best friend whom one
could have. It not only leads to
excellence but also makes one
different from others. There is no
easy way or shortcut to success.
Success is attained only through
a journey which one undertakes
with patience, dedication
and resolution.”

J

ohn Saxton, a Professor in
Clinical Exercise Physiology
and Head of the Department
of Sport Exercise and
Rehabilitation at Northumbria, is
leading on the exercise element of
the research. He will be working
with the Colorectal Cancer Unit at
Norfolk and Norwich University
Hospital and the Norwich Clinical
Trials Unit at the University of
East Anglia.
Professor Saxton said:
"Observational evidence suggests
that physical fitness before cancer
surgery influences how well
patients recover from the surgery.
This trial is the largest study of
its kind in the UK and has real
potential to establish exercise as an
important and effective treatment
for NHS patients living with,

DISCOVER MORE
www.northumbria.ac.uk
NHS patients.

and beyond cancer, enhancing
their quality of life and possibly
survival rates."
More than 1,400 patients from
across the country will be involved
in the National Institute of Health
Research funded multi-centre
trial which is expected to finish in
2020. Patients will be treated and
assessed at their local hospital, with
Professor Saxton overseeing the
research nationally.
Northumbria offers a range of
courses in Health and Life Sciences.
To find out more go to: www.
northumbria.ac.uk or sign up for
one of our upcoming Open Days.
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Information Commissioner
visits Northumbria

UK Information Commissioner Elizabeth Denham speaking at Northumbria.

Northumbria played host to a number of high-profile speakers in January for a special research conference looking at how records and
archives are managed. The Archival Accountability Gap, held in the University’s city campus, saw 13 experts discuss a variety of topics
including archiving social media and record keeping in order to investigate tragedies, fight corruption and improve health.

K

ey note speaker,
Elizabeth Denham,
the UK Information
Commissioner, joined the
conference for her first time speaking
in the North East. Appointed in July
last year, Elizabeth’s role is to uphold
information rights in the public
interest, promote openness by public
bodies and champion data privacy
for individuals.
During the conference, Elizabeth

discussed the critical roles archives
and information management play in
government accountability, reflecting
on her own experience during her
former roles as Information and
Privacy Commissioner for British
Columbia and Assistant Privacy
Commissioner of Canada. She
also spoke about her views on the
importance of archives and records
to the future of British democracy.
Julie McLeod, Professor in Records
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Management at Northumbria, and
one of the event organisers, said: “It
was great to hear from a range of
speakers, all exploring how having
access to archives can make a huge
difference to our lives, whether for
investigating tragedies or child abuse,
fighting corruption or improving
health. There were some really
fascinating debates throughout the
conference and I was particularly
delighted that Elizabeth Denham

was able to join us for her first speech
in Newcastle.”
Organised with support from the
Joseph Rowntree Charitable Trust in
association with the British Records
Association, visitors also heard from
Sarah Tyacke, former Keeper of
Records at the Public Record Office
and a member of the Hillsborough
Independent Panel, and Alison
Diamond of National Records of
Scotland. Across the two-day event

speakers discussed how the rising
generation of ‘digital natives’ access
information, what the government
is doing to manage records and
even how records and archives can
improve the lives of people suffering
with dementia.
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The Conversation is a collaboration between news editors and academics to provide informed
news analysis and commentary that’s free to read and republish.
At Northumbria, our academics have been working with The Conversation to produce
independent, quality current affairs journalism on some of the latest topics to hit the news.
Here are some of our top picks…

Many disabled people aren’t happy with Meryl
Streep’s anti-Trump speech

Rogue One: a new front in long battle over the
Star Wars brand

She gave an impassioned anti-Trump speech while accepting her lifetime
achievement at the Golden Globes. But why have some disabled activists proved
to be Streep’s harshest critics? Len Collin, Senior Lecturer in Screenwriting and
Media Production, explores the reasons not everyone was a fan of her defence.

Lucasfilm initially promised that Rogue One would devise a new approach to
Star Wars. Andrew Ross, Graduate Tutor and Lecturer in Film, discusses how
far the franchise can deviate while still maintaining its core values.

Why journalistic ‘balance’ is failing the public

Theresa May’s weak response to Trump’s travel ban is
more than just a moral failing

Is journalistic truth a matter of perspective – and should a journalist aim
instead to report impartially and in a balanced manner? Bruce Mutsvairo,
Senior Lecturer in Journalism, gives us examples of times when this balance
doesn’t necessarily work.

Always forget to keep your New Year’s resolutions?
Smoking and drinking could be why
Each year many of us commit to New Year’s resolutions, but struggle to
remember to stick to them. Anna-Marie Marshall, Tom Heffernan and Colin
Hamilton, Researchers in Psychology, reveal the cause may be our tendency to
combine smoking and drinking.

May has failed to criticise Trump’s travel ban, dodging journalist questions and
offering ‘tepid’ responses. Conall Mallory, Senior Lecturer in Law, argues that
this is more than just a moral failing on her part.
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Why America’s most famous circus was destined to fail

Lest we forget: women also serve in the armed forces

The announcement that America’s best known and longest running circus,
Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey, will close in May has been greeted with
glee by animal rights activists. Ron Beadle, Professor of Organisation and
Business Ethics, explains how the famous circus was destined to fail.

When you picture our veterans, do you ever see a woman? On Armistice
Day, Christina Dodds, PhD researcher, reminds us to acknowledge women
alongside their male counterparts.

Does a free place at an independent school really
trump going to a state school?

Santorini eruption: new theory says ‘pyroclastic
flows’ caused devastating Bronze Age tsunamis

Theresa May claimed that “you’re less likely to reach the top professions from
state school than if you’re educated privately.” Michael Jopling, Professor in
Education, explores the truth behind this and the ongoing debate between
state and private.

Take the ferry to the beautiful Greek islands of Santorini and you will sail into
a truly unique landscape forged by a cataclysm towards the end of the Bronze
Age. Matthew Pound, Lecturer in Physical Geography, discusses a new theory
of devastation and the effects it may have had on the resident populations.

Scientists have discovered a new state of matter
for water

Snow leopard ‘rape’: what was really going on?

We are all taught in school that water can exist in three different states, solid,
liquid, or gas. But an international team of scientists recently found signs that
liquid water might actually come in two different states. Rodrigo LedesmaAguilar, Senior Lecturer in Physics and Electrical Engineering, tells us more.

Planet Earth II viewers were scandalised by the apparent ‘rape’ of a snow
leopard during one of the episodes. Mike Jeffries, Teaching Fellow in Ecology,
explains what was really going on.

How to escape a maze – according to maths
Ruth Dalton, Professor of Building Usability and Visualisation, and Nick
Dalton, Lecturer, Computing and Communications, divulge the techniques
and algorithms needed to escape even the most complex of mazes.

DISCOVER MORE
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Kathryn’s
performance
wins her artistic
fellowship

2017 Warwick Stafford Fellow Kathryn Elkin.

An annual art fellowship, hosted by Northumbria
and worth £20,000, has been awarded to video and
performance artist Kathryn Elkin.

T

he Warwick Stafford
Fellowship was created to
offer an early-mid career
artist the financial and
artistic support needed to advance
their practice and research. As well as
a £20,000 bursary, the selected fellow
is also given studio space within the
BxNU Institute for Contemporary
Art at the BALTIC 39 art hub. This
gives the artist chance to engage with
other professional artists, students
and fine art researchers.
Belfast-born Kathryn is wellknown for her use of roleplaying
and improvisation within her work
and her interest in shared 'cultural'
memories, such as those produced
by popular music, television and
cinema. Her videos often focus
on a particular artist, song, writer
or performer, with Kathryn
representing them and their work in
her own unique way through words,
music and performance.

She said: “I am absolutely delighted
to be chosen as the Warwick Stafford
Fellow. This comes at a crucial point
in my career and in addition to
providing me with space and means
to develop my practice, I will use this
opportunity to connect and establish
myself within my new context of
Newcastle and the North East.
“I am very much looking forward
to meeting and collaborating with
peers at Northumbria University,
BALTIC 39 and BxNU. This
fellowship is unique in its holistic and
generous support. I will do my best
to take advantage of the very special
circumstance I have been afforded.”
Fiona Crisp, Associate Professor of
Fine Art at Northumbria said: “We
are very pleased to be welcoming
Kathryn Elkin to take up residence
at BALTIC 39 as the fifth Warwick
Stafford Fellow.
“There were an unprecedented
number of applications of

exceptionally high standard for the
Fellowship this year and Kathryn’s
performance and video work stood
out as both compelling and original.
“It is clear that this opportunity
comes at a pivotal point in Kathryn’s
career and we are sure that she will
make a significant contribution to the
dynamic environment of BALTIC 39.”
New work created by Kathryn
throughout her fellowship will
be exhibited during public events
at the BxNU Institute and will
form a core part of the exhibition
programme at University Gallery –
Northumbria’s prestigious venue for
contemporary art. Previous Warwick
Stafford Fellows are Eleanor Wright
(2012/13), Luke McCreadie (2013/14)
Laurence Kavanagh (2014/15) and
Stuart Tait (2015/16).

DISCOVER MORE
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New Zealand
artist is the
Cat’s whiskers
Northumbria Fine Art graduate Cat
Auburn has launched her new exhibition
following her graduate residency at
Newcastle’s Tyneside Cinema.

‘P

reparing the
Ground’ features a
new film connecting
three locations
that relate to the artist’s current
work: the Spanish Riding School
in Vienna, St. Mungo Museum
of Religious Life and Art in
Glasgow, and the North East’s
Dunstanburgh Castle. Cat, who
graduated from Northumbria’s
MFA (Master of Fine Art)
degree in 2016, created her new
exhibition during her residency at
Tyneside Cinema from October
2016 to January this year. The
Graduate Residency programme,
delivered jointly with
Northumbria, enables artists to
work with support from staff at
Newcastle’s independent cinema,
while also providing studio space
and access to the venue’s state-ofthe-art technical equipment.
As an artist, Cat has exhibited
both locally and internationally.
In 2016, her exhibition, The
Horses Stayed Behind, won
a national award for Best
Regional Art Exhibition at the
New Zealand Museum Awards.
In 2014/15, she was the Tylee
Cottage Artist in Residence
with the Sarjeant Gallery in
Whanganui and in 2015 she
represented New Zealand at the
TRIO Sculpture Biennial in Rio
de Janeiro. During her studies at
Northumbria, Cat’s interest in

site-specific research has drawn
her into the museum collections
and local histories of Newcastle.
Cat, who is originally from New
Zealand and moved to the North
East to study at Northumbria,
said: “The Tyneside Cinema
Graduate Artist Residency has
been a great opportunity for
me to create this new film that
visually links the North East to
Glasgow and Vienna. It has been
wonderful to have the support
of a dynamic organisation
such as Tyneside Cinema
and the continued support of
Northumbria University.”
The artist’s former tutor,
Fiona Crisp, Associate Professor
of Fine Art at Northumbria
University, said: “It is invaluable
for graduates to be able to
follow-up their educational
experience with high-calibre
professional opportunities such
as this. Cat is a fantastic example
of the combination of regional
engagement and national
and international ambition
that epitomises graduates
from the MFA programme
at Northumbria.”
Funded by Arts Council
England, the Graduate Residency
run jointly by Tyneside Cinema
with Northumbria University
is designed to support the
professional development of
young and emerging artists
working within the moving
image. The initiative is part of
a wider partnership between
Northumbria and Tyneside that
aims to develop and promote arts
and culture in the North East.
Northumbria offers a range of
award-winning courses in the
arts, including Fine Art and Film,
TV and Media Production. To
find out more sign up for one of
our upcoming Open Days.
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Emerging artist Holly
Hendry to help judge
£20,000 student art prize

The first winner of the Woon Art Prize has returned to the North East to join the
judging panel for this year’s award and launch her first major exhibition.

T

he Woon Art Prize – jointly
delivered by Northumbria
University and BALTIC
Centre for Contemporary
Art – is one of the UK’s most generous
awards for artists with a remarkable
first prize of £20,000. The winner also
receives a 12-month studio space based
in the Woon Tai Jee studio at BALTIC
39 in Newcastle's city centre, mentoring
from staff at both institutions, and
a final exhibition at the end of the
Fellowship. There are also two runnerup prizes of £9,000 and £6,000. Holly
Hendry was the inaugural winner
of the prize when it was launched in
2012 and recently launched her first
major institutional exhibition, Wrot, at
BALTIC in Gateshead.
Holly said: “It means a lot to be
involved in this year’s Woon prize. I am
thrilled to be able to engage with such a
variety of works at a pivotal point.
“As a young artist, leaving the
support of university is tough and
terrifying. The prize provides an

individual with support, space and
money, which in turn gives you a
precious opportunity for intensive
time, research and making without
the usual distractions or hurdles.
It’s an opportunity for first-hand
experience and experimentation at a
crucial point of change in someone’s
art career, and it’s really exciting.”
She added: “Being supported by both
Northumbria University and BALTIC,
the prize has a unique position,
between a learning environment and
a highly regarded institution. I think
this combination is a very inclusive
approach, and breaks down potential
boundaries between learning and the
art world, which should be integrated
and accessible.”
The Woon Prize was launched in
2012 by Northumbria thanks to the
generous donation of The Woon
Foundation, which was established
by Mr Wee Teng Woon, a graduate of
the University, and his brothers. Now
in its fifth year, the Prize is open

to all UK undergraduate Fine Art
students who are in their final year of
study, graduating in summer 2017.
The prize is free to enter and full
details of how to apply can be found
at: woonprize.co.uk. Artists can
apply through this website until
5pm on Monday 3 April 2017. After
the closing date, up to 10 shortlisted
artists will be selected by a panel of
judges including Laurence Sillars,
BALTIC Chief Curator; Hilary Lloyd,
artist and Turner Prize-nominee; and
Holly Hendry. It will be chaired by
Professor Christine Borland, Turner
Prize-nominated artist and lecturer
at Northumbria.
The shortlisted artists will exhibit
at BALTIC’s project space at BALTIC
39 in summer 2017, with a solo
exhibition for the winner concluding
the Fellowship at Northumbria’s
University Gallery. All shortlisted
artists will receive a £300 fee. A
further £200 is allocated to each
shortlisted artist to cover travel and

Artist Holly Hendry.

accommodation so they may attend
the exhibition preview and award
ceremony at BALTIC 39, Newcastle,
on Thursday 29 June. Transportation
of artwork for the shortlist exhibition
is also handled by BALTIC’s
technical team.
Professor Borland said: “As the
Prize enters its fifth year we are
delighted, with our partners at
BALTIC Centre for Contemporary
Art, to be able to make the offer
from the Woon Foundation even
more generous. Each of the 10
shortlisted artists are now winners,
each receiving a fee and expenses to
enable them to attend the exhibition

opening at BALTIC 39. The judging
panel encourage all final year fine art
students to consider applying, what is
there to lose?!”
Northumbria and BALTIC jointly
award The Woon Foundation
Prize for Painting and Sculpture
as an important part of the
successful partnership between
the two organisations. For full
terms and conditions and to enter
visit: woonprize.co.uk

DISCOVER MORE
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My five-yearold could have
done that

Woon Prize winner Kayt Hughes has taken a
wry swipe at perceptions of modern art with the
title of her new solo exhibition.

E

ntitled ‘My Five Year
Old Could Have Done
That’, Kayt’s colourful
and original exhibition
was launched at Northumbria
University’s Gallery North. The
artist, who has been working
at Northumbria’s studio space
at BALTIC 39 for the last 12
months, won the Woon Fine Art
and Sculpture Prize in 2015. The
award, worth £40,000, is one of
the UK’s most lucrative prizes for
artists and is equal in value to the
prestigious Turner Prize.
As the winner of the Woon
Prize, Katy was awarded dedicated

studio space at BALTIC 39, Newcastle,
to work toward a solo exhibition and
publication. She also received critical
and professional development support
from Northumbria and BALTIC. Kayt’s
new exhibition is the result of her yearlong Fellowship and features multicoloured buildings blocks used to create
an innovative narrative and provoke
unique interactions with visitors.
Dr Mark Jackson, Senior Lecturer
in Art History at Northumbria, said:
“Hughes's exhibition is a magnificent
example of an artist fully utilising
what the Woon Prize and the
Northumbria/BALTIC partnership
has to offer.

Artwork from the exhibition.

“The work reveals a sincere
investigation of the kinds of
decisions artists make that might
on the surface appear casual but
are, in actual fact, careful, nuanced
and often tortuous. It feels like
the exhibition really is just an
extension of her studio but with a
very clever articulation of the roles
of artist, assistant and visitor that we
otherwise might take for granted.
“The wry title reflects Hughes's
artistic honesty, and it's great seeing
how a year of work, and of interacting
with the other artists around her, has
produced something that talks about

the act of making in such an open
and clear way.”
The Woon Fine Art and Sculpture
Prize was launched by The Woon
Foundation and Northumbria
University in 2012. One of the
Foundation’s trustees, Mr Wee Teng
Woon, studied law at Northumbria
and is passionate about creating
opportunities for new and emerging
artists. Now in its fifth year, the
annual award is jointed delivered by
Northumbria and BALTIC as part of
the key strategic partnership between
the two organisations. For more
information about the Woon Prize go

to: www.woonprize.co.uk
Northumbria offers a range of
courses in its Department of Arts
and was rated Top 20 in the UK
in the Times and Sunday Times
Good University Guide. If you’re
interested in studying Fine Art at
Northumbria, you can find out
more by visiting www.northumbria.
ac.uk or signing up for one of our
upcoming Open Days.
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Knowledge, growth and jobs
- it's a partnership
A North East manufacturing firm is set to boost its annual sales turnover by £2.5m in the next three years as a
result of working with PhD students from Northumbria.

T

he University has
collaborated with Parker
Hannifin (UK) Ltd, through
a Knowledge Transfer
Partnership (KTP) - where university
academics work directly with industry
by jointly managing a strategic project
in the business. Gateshead-based
Parker Hannifin is a subsidiary of
US-global engineering group Parker
Hannifin Corporation, and a leader in
the mobile, industrial and aerospace
markets. PhD students from Newcastle
Business School and Northumbria
Design School developed a customercentric innovation process that
involved collaboration between
marketing and engineering and the
formation of an industrial-design
capability within the business.
The work represented a stepchange in approach and the
successful strategies developed have
been shared across several of its
European manufacturing sites and
the company’s headquarters in the
US. A number of the outcomes of the
KTP have also been recognised as
examples of best practice by Parker
Hannifin in Europe and the US.
As well as increasing annual profit
before tax by £1.5m within the next
three years, the KTP has helped
position the company’s facility, in

L-R Ellie Jones, Callum Whitehead, Craig Annal, Chris Mayers, Matthew Lievesley, Neil McPherson, Nigel Coates, Fraser McLeay.

Gateshead, as a thought-leader in
product and marketing innovation.
Newcastle Business School
Strategic Marketing Associate Ellie
Jones and Northumbria Design
School’s Industrial Designer Callum
Whitehead completed a two-year
project as KTP Associates and are
now both in full-time employment
with the company.
Neil McPherson, Division
Marketing Manager at Parker
Hannifin Manufacturing Limited,
said: “Working with colleagues at
Northumbria University, we have
been able to identify a number of new
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opportunities for the business, which
will generate significant revenues
over the next three years. For the first
time in 40 years we decided to change
the appearance of our products
and when we presented them at
the Hanover Fair, in Germany, the
positive response from our customers
was overwhelming.
“Our work with Northumbria
University has helped to transform
the way in which we use existing data
to optimise business performance
and we have successfully developed
a dashboard focusing on new market
opportunities which will deliver

significant global sales.”
Such has been the success of
this KTP that it has recently
been awarded an A ‘outstanding’
rating - the highest possible - by an
independent panel of assessors from
Innovate UK - the UK's innovation
agency. This exceptional rating is
given to a very small percentage of
KTP projects, signifying the highest
quality of collaboration.
Professor Fraser McLeay, Head
of Corporate and Executive
Development at Newcastle Business
School, added: “This KTP is an
example of significant impact and

contribution that a KTP programme,
hosted at an ‘SME-sized’ site in the
North East, can bring to a multinational manufacturing company
benefitting all the partners of the
programme. KTPs involve knowledge
sharing where the most up-to-date
and relevant academic advances can
be used to put theory into practise,
creating impact with industry and
real live business examples for our
students and academics.”
This multi-disciplinary approach
of integrating industrial design with
strategic marketing is unique, to
discover new growth opportunities
for the business, understand
the potential revenue and then
deliver new value propositions
for customers.
Matt Lievesley, Business and
Engagement Lead for Northumbria’s
School of Design, said: “This KTP
with Parker Hannifin is a really good
example of where we’ve brought two
disciplines together, the Business and
Design Schools, and offered something
which suits our region so well because
we have a fantastic manufacturing
base here in the North East.”
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Beijing beckons
for Bekki

From Tokyo
to the Tyne

A Northumbria academic has
swapped Tokyo and Silicon Valley for
Northumbria’s School of Design.

L

Third-year Fashion Communications student Bekki Ramsay, who has been named the 2017 winner of the CRCC Asia Global Scholarship.

A Fashion Communications student has beaten off competition
from hundreds of other undergraduates around the world to win
a prestigious month-long scholarship to China.

T

his summer, Bekki
Ramsay will work with
one of the country’s most
successful consumer
marketing companies, gaining
valuable experience and contacts.
It is hoped the scholarship will lead
to potential career opportunities
for the 21-year-old, who is due to
graduate with first-class honours
this July.
Bekki’s ability to succeed in the
face of adversity was one of the
reasons she was selected for the
scholarship. When she was 14 she
was diagnosed with leukaemia,
but her passion for learning saw
her complete her GCSEs on time,
despite undergoing chemotherapy
treatment throughout her studies.
Her fighting spirit has now seen her
named the 2017 winner of the CRCC
Asia Global Scholarship – a 30-day
internship opportunity which
attracts hundreds of applications
from around the world. The
scholarship will combine Bekki’s
love of travel and fashion and has
the potential to lead to a variety of
exciting career opportunities in
the future.

She said: “I have always
enjoyed visiting new places and
experiencing new cultures and
was looking for an opportunity
which would allow me to do this
while at the same time gain some
experience of the world of work.
Fashion marketing is something I
am really passionate about but it
is a very competitive industry and
having an experience such as this
will hopefully help me build some
valuable connections. I’ve heard that
previous scholarship winners have
even been offered permanent jobs
following their internships which
would be my absolute dream so who
knows where this could lead.”
CRCC Asia specialises in
providing internships in China,
working with over 600 companies
to give students and graduates
from across the world chance
to further their personal and
professional development in an
international setting. CRCC Asia
Europe General Manager Jason
Kan said: “Bekki’s application and
interview demonstrated strong
academic achievement and clear
and tangible learning objectives
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ars Holmquist recently
arrived at Northumbria
as a new member of
staff after receiving
the prestigious Royal Society
Wolfson Research Merit Award,
which was created to enable
outstanding scientists to take
up posts at UK universities. The
Swedish-born design expert chose
to join Northumbria thanks to
the University’s international
reputation for design innovation.
Lars, who will take up the role
of Professor of Innovation at
Northumbria, comes to the
University after a previous
academic post in Tokyo and two
years working in industry at Yahoo
in Silicon Valley, California. He
aims to use his experience of
both business and academia to
encourage the researchers to work
more closely with industry.
Lars, whose expertise includes
computing, design, computer
science, and communication
design, said: “I really want to see
more academics working with
industry. I believe every researcher
needs to be trying to answer a realworld question. If they aren’t, then
their research isn’t contributing
to anything.
“I know that it can sometimes
be hard for a researcher to know
what their work is good for, but my

advice is simple – go out and ask
people, especially businesses. On
the other hand, industry often has
no idea what research is being done
and how it can benefit them.”
Lars who is based at
Northumbria’s School of Design
and also at INNOVATE at the
Northern Design Centre in
Gateshead feels he can help bridge
these two worlds and encourage
more collaboration.
“How academia and industry can
collaborate more effectively and
how researchers can improve the
way design interacts with industry,
is a big ambition for INNOVATE,”
Lars added.
Lars, whose own research also
includes smart products, predicts
future innovations in his field
will include hybrid physicaldigital products.
“It’s very exciting and I
believe design will be affected
quite profoundly.”
Northumbria offers a range
of courses at its award-winning
School of Design, which has
produced graduates such as Sir
Jonathan Ive, Chief Design Officer
at Apple, and Tim Brown, the Chief
Executive of IDEO USA.

DISCOVER MORE
www.northumbria.ac.uk/design

about why she wanted to work in
China. In addition, her personal
story of overcoming leukaemia at
the age of 14 was truly inspirational,
and as such we felt she was a
worthy winner.”
Cat Glover, Senior Lecturer
in Fashion Communication at
Northumbria and Bekki’s tutor,
said her success was well deserved.
Northumbria School of Design offers
a wide variety of courses covering
Industrial, Fashion, Communication
and Innovation Design.

DISCOVER MORE
www.northumbria.ac.uk/design
Wolfson Research Merit Award winner Lars Holmquist.
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Dementia drama from
award-winning Northumbria
Performing Arts lecturer

Writer-director Steve Gilroy has put dementia under the spotlight for his latest drama Each Piece, which
had its premiere at Live Theatre, Newcastle.

T

he play is a drama
based on real-life
interviews with people
from the North East
and follows on from previous
‘verbatim’ theatre productions
written by the Northumbria
academic. While carrying out
research for the play, Steve
interviewed over a dozen people
who visit Age UK Sunderland’s
Essence Service. This support
service was set up to provide
space and help for those recently
diagnosed with dementia, as well
as their loved ones and carers.
Steve’s work with the service
enabled him to get first-hand
insight from those experiencing
the devastating impact of

dementia, which affects more than
850,000 people in the UK.
Steve said: “Each Piece is the
culmination of a year of research and
gives audiences the chance to gain
a deeper understanding of how life
can dramatically change for people
diagnosed with dementia. People
spoke with such honesty about
their experiences, sharing amazing
personal stories about their lives and
relationships. These are a collection
of stories about memories; some
reveal true hardship, but alongside
compassion, resilience and laughter.”
The play was brought to life
by a talented cast of North East
actors, including Chris Connel
(Close The Coalhouse Door, The
Pitmen Painters) and Laura Norton

(Nativities, Faith & Cold Reading),
who is on a break from her role as
Kerry Wyatt in Emmerdale. Steve
also worked with Newcastle born
singer-songwriter Richard Dawson
who composed music for the show.
Each Piece was presented
by Northumbria as part of an
exciting and innovative three-year
partnership with Live Theatre that
seeks to create cultural collaborations
that connect with the people of the
North East, enhance teaching and
learning, inspire new research, and
connect academics with the world of
professional theatre.

DISCOVER MORE
www.northumbria.ac.uk/arts

The cast of Each Piece with writer and director Steve Gilroy (R).

Holocaust survivors’ stories shared
during remembrance event

An event held to mark Holocaust Memorial Day was organised by academics from Northumbria in January, with the aim of exploring
how we engage in the act of remembrance. Entitled The Dogma of Memory, the event looked at how art, music, film, human rights and
politics can all be used to shape our understanding of, and participation in, acts of memorial.

D

Jane Arnfield pictured with Zdenka Fantlova (photo by Keith Pattison).

uring the event, which
was coordinated
by Northumbria
academics Jane
Arnfield and Richard Kotter, the
stories of people who had survived
trauma and catastrophe were told
through a variety of mediums.
Academics specialising in genocide,
memorialisation and healing
also gave their thoughts on how
we mark tragedy through acts
of remembrance.
Jane Arnfield, Subject Head of
Performance Film and TV and
Associate Professor of Theatre and
Performance at Northumbria, said:
“The symposium demonstrated
how it is possible to both interrogate
memorial practice and ensure that
it does not tend towards stereotypes

by uncovering and raising awareness
of cultural stereotyping. It offered
alternatives to developing and
supporting attitudes and behaviour
connected with dangerous
cultural stereotyping.”
The symposium event, which took
place at the Gala Theatre Studio in
Durham, was inspired by the theatre
production of The Tin Ring which
tells the story of Zdenka Fantlová,
one of just a handful of Holocaust
survivors still alive today. Born in
Czecholovakia, Zdenka was 17 when
the war began. She was given a tin
ring by her first love, Arno, which
she kept throughout her time in the
Bergen-Belsen concentration camp
as a symbol of truth and hope. The
story was adapted for the stage by
Jane Arnfield and theatre director

Mile Alfreds.
The Dogma of Memory event
was part funded by Northumbria’s
Teaching Quality Enhancement
Fund with additional support from
Durham County Council and The
Forge, a cultural organisation that
creates art projects to engage young
people. The symposium formed
part of Defiant Voices – Changing
Lives through Creativity, Culture
and Conference, a programme
of events organised by The Forge
to commemorate Holocaust
Memorial Day.

DISCOVER MORE
www.northumbria.ac.uk/arts
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Northumbria
to explore lost
generation of young
business talent
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Students witness
international
justice being served
during study visit

There is a growing concern among employers that despite the widely
recognised importance of young talent, their entrepreneurialism and
technological skills are not always being harnessed to their full potential.

M

any young people
experience instability
in their careers, while
at the same time;
employers are reporting a skills
mismatch and difficulties with
recruiting and keeping young talent
in the workplace.
To tackle this paradox, colleagues in
Northumbria University’s Newcastle
Business School have secured
around €1 million in European
funding to lead research into why
many employers around the world
struggle to attract, manage and retain
some of the most gifted in their
workforce. Global & Entrepreneurial
Talent Management 3 (GETM3) is a
consortium of international higher
education institutions and employers
which focuses on young talent as a
key driver of future development.
Made up of 13 partners and partfunded by Horizon 2020 - the EU
Framework Programme for Research
and Innovation - universities in
Slovenia, Poland, Ireland and South
Korea will collaborate alongside
researchers at Northumbria on a
four-year project with international
reach that explores how to harness
the skills and aptitudes of young
talent in future. The group also

Dr Alice Pearson with colleagues from GETM3.

includes multinational corporations
and SMEs, as well as students
and graduates.
Dr Alison Pearce, Project Leader
at GETM3 and Senior Lecturer at
Newcastle Business School, said:
“These young workers have minds of
their own and have to be persuaded
rather than told what to do. They
have to be led rather than managed,
and that's very difficult and very
different for many employers.
However, they mostly have great
entrepreneurial attitudes and
technological skills extremely useful
to economic development.
“To tackle this worldwide
disconnect, an innovative approach
is needed, reinforced by our 13
partner consortium and we will
work together to research, develop
and implement solutions. Our main
objective is to improve employability
and future global talent management
to support economic development by
capitalising on entrepreneurialism as
a key characteristic of young people.”
The project has been matchfunded by the Korean Research
Foundation, and researchers will
gain first hand and in-depth insights
on specific issues from various
perspectives. They will develop their

findings and communicate results
through networking and training
at interactive ‘sandpit’ events held
quarterly around the world. The
first takes place at Northumbria
University in May.
Horizon 2020 is the biggest
recorded EU Research and
Innovation programme with nearly
€80 billion of funding available
over seven years (2014 to 2020) – in
addition this money will undoubtedly
attract private investment.
It promises more breakthroughs,
discoveries and world-firsts by
taking great ideas from the lab to
the market.
“Northumbria remains a global,
outward-looking university,” Dr
Pearce concluded. “It has a strong
commitment to internationalism
and diversity, including valuable
and longstanding links with Europe
and beyond. International staff and
students are as welcome here today
as they have always been and we are
delighted to lead a project funded by
the European Commission.”

DISCOVER MORE
www.northumbria.ac.uk/getm3

Dr Mohammed Badar and Dr Nicola Wake with their students.

Northumbria Law School students have experienced
the legal process in action during a visit to the
International Courts and Tribunals in The Hague.

T

he illuminating and
highly revealing
trip included visits
to the International
Criminal Tribunal for the
former Yugoslavia (ICTY), the
International Criminal Court
(ICC), the Special Tribunal
for Lebanon (STL) and the
International Court of Justice
(ICJ). Students were also able to
attend important live hearings
relating to war crimes, crimes
against humanity and a hearing
concerning an attack on the
former Lebanese Prime Minister
Rafik Hariri. As part of their
learning, students met with
prestigious judges including
Judge Flavia Lattanzi, the
President of the International
Criminal Court and Judge
David Baragwanath, the former
President of the STL and an
International Patron for the
Northumbria Centre for Evidence
and Criminal Justice Studies.
The trip was led and coordinated by Doctor Mohamed
Badar and Doctor Nicola Wake,
both from Northumbria Law
School. Doctor Badar said:
“This was a powerful learning
experience for the students,
bringing to life the theory behind
the International Criminal Law
Module of their classroom study.
Importantly the trip also opened
doors for them in terms of
internship opportunities at these
tribunals by introducing them
to the system and giving them
the confidence to apply more
confidently for such positions in
the future.”
Third-year law student Lauren
Hartley said: “Our recent study

trip to The Hague was an
invaluable experience and an
opportunity to observe things in
real life that we have been taught
in lectures. We were lucky enough
to receive talks from both the
prosecution and the defence for
the international crimes tried in
these courts. It was particularly
interesting to hear problems faced
by each side, and the potential
positive aspects of defending
people accused of international
crimes. We also visited the Special
Tribunal for Lebanon and the
International Court of Justice
- both of which were especially
interesting to hear about.
Overall I feel that this trip
has confirmed my ambition to
practice in international criminal
law, and my next step is to try and
complete an internship with the
International Criminal Court.”
The visit will inform future
Law School events in the field
of international human rights
and international criminal
law. A one-day seminar on
‘Human Trafficking and
Modern Day Slavery’ has already
been organised for March 29,
and the Northumbria Law
School Summer Academy is
holding an event in June on the
‘Contemporary Challenges to
International Criminal Justice’.
Northumbria Law School is
the largest in the North East of
England with a national and
international reputation for
excellence in legal education.

DISCOVER MORE
www.northumbria.ac.uk/law
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Northumbria
graduate business
turns up the heat

Business is hotting up for Northumbria graduate start-up venture
Summer Takeover which is on track to turnover £1.3m following the
launch of two new companies and an office expansion.

New taste Northumbria café in Sandyford Building.

Tasty
developments
on campus at
Northumbria

The University’s dedicated catering provider, taste
Northumbria, has had an exciting start to 2017 with
a number of developments on campus. From opening
a new restaurant and launching an app, to receiving a
special gluten-free accreditation, taste Northumbria is
leading the way in campus catering.

J
L-R Harley Gibb, Ben Trattles and Warren Pearson.

N

orthumbria graduates
Ben Trattles, Harley
Gibb and Warren
Pearson launched
Summer Takeover in 2013 when
they were still students. The
business caters to the unique
market of young travellers looking
for seasonal work abroad by
offering working holiday packages
to party destinations, including
Ibiza, Magaluf, Ayia Napa, Zante
and Kavos. The idea for Summer
Takeover came while Ben was
completing an Enterprise Placement
with Northumbria’s free startup support service Student and
Graduate Enterprise, as part of his
Business with Marketing degree.
Three years later and the business
is the University’s most successful
Enterprise Placement to date,
turning over £100K in the first year

alone. With additional support from
the Northumbria Enterprise and
Business Support (NEBS) project,
part funded by the European
Regional Development Fund
(ERDF), the business has continued
to grow. Following an office
expansion, it now employs eight full
time members of staff, 20 in-resort
reps and also boasts a team of over
200 student sales affiliates.
As well as steadily building
Summer Takeover over the last
couple of years, Ben, Harley and
Warren have launched two further
businesses; Uncharted Croatia (www.
unchartedcroatia.com) and Tidal
Zante (www.tidalzante.com). The
Group has plans to expand further,
including the recruitment of more
staff and offering placement and
internship opportunities that will
hopefully see turnover double in 2018.
The Group’s Managing Director
Ben said: “Summer Takeover,
Uncharted Croatia and Tidal Zante

wouldn’t be in the position they are
now without Student and Graduate
Enterprise’s continued support
and mentorship. Having access to
legal financial professionals has
particularly helped us navigate
through difficult situations
successfully and focus our undivided
attention on the growth of
the companies.”
Through the NEBS project £2.1m
of funding has been secured to
provide two key strands of business
and graduate support. It will
provide SMEs in the North East
with graduate interns, part-funded
by ERDF. The enterprise strand of
the project focuses on promoting
enterprise and entrepreneurship to
students and graduates including
starting a business and to help
existing businesses grow.

DISCOVER MORE
www.northumbria.ac.uk/nebs

anuary saw the launch of
the new taste Northumbria
café in the Northumberland
Building on City Campus. The
stylish new food outlet, previously
called ‘Fusion’, opened its doors
after a full refurbishment. The new
addition to campus offers different
cuisines from around the globe in a
modern, contemporary restaurant.
Staff and students have also
welcomed an innovative new app
that provides great deals at your
fingertips after taste Northumbria
teamed up with social enterprise,
Too Good To Go. The app aims
to put an end to food waste in the
hospitality industry by offering
deals on snacks, meals and surprise
packs before it is thrown away at
the end of the day. Too Good To
Go shows what’s available at nearby
food outlets and lets users place
orders to collect before closing
time. The app can be downloaded
onto an iOS or Android device by
searching for Too Good To Go in
the app store.
John Carlin, Sector Managing
Director at Chartwells, which
runs taste Northumbria, said:
“This partnership is a step forward
in reducing food waste, in line
with taste Northumbria and the
University’s sustainability values.
It’s an innovative way to offer
staff and students the option to

access quality food at a reduced
price and I’m looking forward to
achieving great results in food
waste reduction.”
In addition, Northumbria is
celebrating after becoming one of
only four University’s in the UK to
receive a gluten-free accreditation
from Coeliac UK for one of its
popular restaurants.
The busy ‘CCE restaurant
and café’ in the state-of-the-art
business and law building, joins a
recognised number of restaurants
within the city that provide hot
and cold gluten-free options made
with ingredients which are safely
sourced, prepared and highlighted
with the recognised ‘GF’ symbol.
Damon Kent, Director of Campus
Services, said: “We’re seeing a lot
of exciting changes to catering
facilities and services on campus
which will be enjoyed by thousands
of staff, students and visitors.
These new developments mean
that anyone visiting, working or
studying at Northumbria can enjoy
a choice of places offering fantastic
food and drink on campus at
affordable prices.”

DISCOVER MORE
www.sharethelove.co.uk
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Food glorious food

Pioneering research by a Northumbria academic into breakfast clubs, children’s summer feeding schemes and
other initiatives to tackle holiday hunger and food poverty in the UK has been recognised at the prestigious
Children's Food Heroes Awards.

P

rofessor Greta Defeyter,
Associate Pro ViceChancellor, Strategic
Planning & Engagement,
(Health and Life Sciences) was
named winner in the Research/
Education category of the awards,
which are organised by charity
Sustain – which campaigns for better
food and farming standards.
Greta and her colleagues run
the ‘Healthy Living' programme
at Northumbria which has been
instrumental in supporting hundreds
of school breakfast clubs across
the UK, resulting in an increase in
children's educational attainment
and quality of life.
The Children's Food Heroes Awards
have been run annually since 2013
and are awarded to those who have
stood out in their efforts to champion
children's rights, parent power, best
practices and government action to
improve the food environment that

children grow up in.
Commenting on her achievement,
Greta said: "It's a real honour and a
huge accolade to receive the award
and I'm absolutely delighted. It is
incredibly rewarding to know that
the research we are conducting
is having such a positive impact
on children's lives and that our
research findings are being used to
inform and evaluate school holiday
interventions and school breakfast
clubs. Children are our future and
it's vitally important they are well
nourished and have the best chances
in life. Food has a key role to play
in that.”
Greta regularly advises government,
industry and academia on the
importance of school breakfast
clubs, and holiday interventions
and is a member of several
advisory panels including the All
Party Parliamentary Group on
School Food.
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Malcolm Clark, Co-ordinator
of the Children's Food Campaign
at Sustain, said: "I would like to
congratulate Greta on being a very
worthy winner of a Children's Food
Heroes Award. Competition is very
high for these prestigious awards,
with other winners including the
former Chancellor of the Exchequer
George Osborne MP and current
Chancellor Phillip Hammond MP
for including a sugary drinks tax in
the budget.”
Previous winners of Children's
Food Campaign Awards have
included Jamie Oliver.
Northumbria offers a range of
courses in Health and leads worldleading research projects in this field.
To find out more visit our website or
sign up to an upcoming Open Day.

DISCOVER MORE
www.northumbria.ac.uk

Professor Greta Defeyter, Associate Pro Vice-Chancellor, Strategic Planning & Engagement,
at a School Breakfast Club.
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Slam dunk for basketball stars
studying at Northumbria
International basketball players will arrive at Northumbria this summer to get the ball rolling on their
future careers as leaders and managers.

T

he professional athletes
will spend an intensive
week of learning
at Northumbria’s
Newcastle Business School
thanks to the TIME-OUT
scheme. Funded by the
European Union Erasmus+
Programme, TIME-OUT is an
18-month, dual-career scheme
aimed at transitioning athletes
from elite sportspeople into
business leaders or managers by
providing learning opportunities
alongside their playing career.
Northumbria was chosen to
deliver this unique opportunity
by the International Basketball
Federation Europe because of
its international reputation for
academic excellence after being
named the 2015 UK Business
School of the Year in The Times
Higher Education Awards.
Their week at Northumbria this
summer will be the first step in
a programme of learning which
will culminate in a Leadership
and Management degree from
the University after the successful
completion of the 18-month
programme. While studying at

Northumbria, the basketball stars
will also be able to meet and train
with Newcastle Eagles, the dominant
British Basketball League champions,
who play at Sport Central. They
will also have the opportunity to
work with the Talented Athlete
Scholarship Scheme, which is funded
by Sport England.
Professor Fraser McLeay, Head
of Corporate and Executive
Development at Newcastle Business
School, said: “Partnering with an
organisation like FIBA Europe and
bringing some of the world’s top
basketball stars who have represented
their country and played in top
leagues like National Basketball
Association in the United States is
hugely prestigious.
“Like us they have ambitious plans
to develop TIME-OUT well beyond
the initial two-year plan and to
offer it to as many elite players as
possible. Our record of achievement
and pioneering approach to
business education, coupled with
Northumbria’s status as one of the
foremost universities in the UK for
sport, makes us an ideal partner. It
means we can fulfil the dual-career
approach by helping them to develop

top coaching skills but also really
experience life as a business student
while they are here.”
Ann Wauters, a Belgian professional
basketball player for Los Angeles
Sparks, said: “I am in the autumn of
my playing career and am preparing a
new chapter of my professional career.
It is hard to let go of something you
have been doing pretty much your
whole life and you are so passionate
about. This new project gives me the
opportunity to stay involved in sports
in a different role and try to make
– particularly women’s – basketball
more professional.”
As well as achieving a Leadership
and Management certificate/diploma
from Northumbria, players will have
the opportunity to earn a Basketball
Management qualification delivered
by FIBA and a Talented Athlete
Support certificate. To find out more
about sport or studying business
courses at Northumbria sign up for
one of our upcoming Open Days or go
to www.northumbria.ac.uk/business

DISCOVER MORE
www.northumbria.ac.uk/sport

Sport competition unifies past and present
The first ever Northumbria Sport Legacy Cup brought together alumni from around the world for a unique event.

T

eam Northumbria clubs
were joined by a number
of former Northumbria
students who travelled
from all over the globe to celebrate
their university experience.
Northumbria Sports president Emily
Watkinson, the driving force behind
the new event, said: “It was one of
my ideas at the start of the year. We
wanted loads of sports involved and a
large number of people participating.
“It’s not just about the sport, we’ve
linked up with the alumni department
and tried to make it a University-wide
event that involved spectators just as
much as the competitors.”
Unpredictable weather threatened
to disrupt the event, however a snow
covered AstroTurf was no match for
Watkinson and her team: “The pitch
was covered in snow and ice, so I spent

Team Northumbria and Team Alumni football teams.

a couple of hours with the team moving
all of the snow – luckily it worked.”
Team Alumni captain Sal Sinawi
said: “Team Northumbria has
been such an important part of

everyone’s lives and now that we’re
not at university anymore we miss
it hugely. Northumbria University
is a family, that’s the best thing
about it – no matter where you are

or what you do you’ve got a network
there, and it’s amazing to reconnect
with everyone!”
Members of TN and team alumni
all fielded teams in lacrosse, football,

netball and hockey, competing to
top the scoreboard, win the cup and
secure the bragging rights.
Overall, it was a hugely successful
day, which saw a number of
close scores. As expected, Team
Northumbria won the majority of
the fixtures, and as a result were
crowned Northumbria Sport Legacy
Cup champions for 2017. However,
the new connections created between
current students and Northumbria
alumni had more significance than
the result itself. There is hope that
this event will continue for years to
come and create a lasting legacy at
Northumbria University.

DISCOVER MORE
www.northumbria.ac.uk/sport
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Team Northumbria raises the Stan Calvert
Memorial Cup for the fourth year in a row.

BACK COVER
From left to right: Harriet Lee, Taka Suzuki, Professor Andrew Wathey CBE, Baroness Tanni Grey-Thompson, and Stephen Miller MBE.

Paralympic medal-winning heroes
celebrated at Northumbria University
Northumbria University has raised tens of thousands of pounds to support continued excellence in
disability sport after four of its students brought home six medals from the Paralympic Games in Rio.

A

n impressive £96,000 was
raised at a special black
tie event to formally
celebrate the success
of the University’s Paralympian
students and alumnus Stephen Miller
MBE at the 2016 Games.
The student athletes were guests of
honour at Northumbria’s fundraising
dinner and auction ‘Faster, Higher,
Stronger: A Celebration of Sporting
Excellence’ which was held at the
University’s City Campus, in Newcastle.
The money raised will go towards the
University’s ‘Faster, Higher, Stronger’
fund, providing Disability Sport
Scholarships for elite athletes studying
and training at Northumbria; research
opportunities to create and apply
knowledge about sport performance,
health and wellbeing; and specialist
equipment and technology to enable
more students to participate in sport
at Northumbria.
Leadership and Management students
Harriet Lee and Claire Cashmore
joined Andrew Mullen – who began
the same course at Northumbria in
September – as part of Team GB in
Rio. Meanwhile, Sport Management
student, Taka Suzuki, represented his
home country of Japan in the pool.
Northumbria University’s
Chancellor and one of Britain’s most
successful Paralympian athletes,
Baroness Tanni Grey-Thompson, was
guest speaker at the event.
She said: “I am incredibly proud of
our students at Northumbria University

who went to Rio and won medals.
“Investment in disability sport is
really important because we have an
amazing Paralympic team who, in
Rio, finished second in the overall
medal table. However, we need
to keep working on that to make
sure that we stay as one of the best
countries in the world.
“It is also vitally important that
athletes get an education because
their sporting career is not going to
last forever and so balancing training
and study is a fantastic opportunity
for a young person.”
Harriet brought home a silver
medal in the Women's SB9 100m
breaststroke swimming event at
last year’s Paralympic Games, while
fellow GB athlete and Northumbria
student Andrew stormed his way to
a silver medal in the Men's S5 50m
backstroke. Andrew also scored two
bronze medals, one in the Men's S5
200m freestyle and the other in the
Men’s S5 100m freestyle event.
Claire, who has been competing
for Great Britain for 12 years, won a
silver medal in the 100m breaststroke
and was part of the Para-swim team
alongside Steph Millward, Steph
Slater and Alice Tai who took gold in
the women's 4x100m medley. Claire
was made an MBE in January 2017
for her services to swimming to cap
off a hugely successful year for her.
Northumbria alumnus Stephen
Miller MBE won bronze in the club
throw at the Paralympics in Rio.

Guests at the event.

The former world record holder
is one of Britain's most successful
Paralympians, having represented his
country for 20 years.
Taka narrowly missed out on a
medal at this year’s Games, finishing
fourth in both the Men’s SM4 150m
– with a new lifetime best and a new
Japanese record – and the Men’s SB3
50m breaststroke event.
The fundraising dinner and
auction showcased the University’s
prowess as a leading UK institution
for performance in sport and
raised funds to support continued
excellence in disability sport and
exercise research at Northumbria.
The event was hosted by
Northumbria alumnus Scott Hastings,
former Scotland rugby international
and British Lions team member,
alongside Fabulous Flournoy, player
and head coach of Newcastle Eagles.
Professor Andrew Wathey CBE,
Vice-Chancellor and Chief Executive
of Northumbria University, said:

“It is a source of immense pride for
Northumbria University to have
medal winning Paralympians as part
of our student body and alumni.
Such is their achievement, that if
Northumbria University appeared in
the official Paralympic 2016 medal
table, we would be 51st out of 83 –
ahead of the likes of Czech Republic,
Denmark and Argentina.
“As a University, not only does
Northumbria excel in competitive
and elite sport, but we have real and
developing strength in our sport-related
research, in our degree programmes,
in our exceptional facilities, and in our
work with partners. Our students who
won medals in Rio can act as a beacon
for the ambition and aspirations of the
institution as a whole.”

“As sports president it’s been very
nerve wracking but I had every
confidence that we’d take the cup.
We’ve gone above and beyond
everyone’s expectations and we
deserve to bring it home again
this year.”
Held every year in memory of
Stan Calvert since 1994, the cup has
become one of the biggest varsity
events in the country. The event
celebrates Stan and his prolific work
in sports administration, and in the
promotion of community sport in
the Northern region whilst sitting
as the Chairman of the Northern
Sports Council.
The 2017 Stan Calvert Memorial
Cup may be over for another year,
but teams across the University are
already back in training to claim
the cup for the fifth consecutive
year in 2018. To read all the match
reports and to find out more about
Team Northumbria’s performances
throughout the year visit:
www.nusportcentral.com

DISCOVER MORE
www.northumbria.ac.uk/sport

DISCOVER MORE
www.northumbria.ac.uk/about-us/
alumni/giving/campaigns/
faster-higher-stronger-fund

The Stan Calvert Memorial Cup.
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Northumbria Sports President Emily Watkinson raises the Stan Calvert Memorial Cup after beating Newcastle University for the fourth year in a row.

Four-midable Northumbria
Team Northumbria has retained the Stan Calvert
Memorial Cup after beating fierce rivals Newcastle
University for the fourth year in a row.

T

he annual inter-city
varsity contest sees more
than 1,500 students
from Northumbria and
Newcastle Universities compete in
26 different sports, from cricket to
water polo and rugby to volleyball.
Team Northumbria entered the
tense final day of competition with
a 29-9 lead. Newcastle needed early
breakthroughs in Athletics and
Tennis if they were to have any
chance of closing the gap but the

2013 winners had no answer to their
rivals’ relentless pursuit of glory.
Northumbria managed to tot up the
scores throughout the day before
scooping the cup with an impressive
79-42 overall win, after a final game
of mens Futsal that was watched
by more than 800 spectators at
Northumbria’s Sport Central.
Director of Sport, Colin Stromsoy,
paid tribute to students and staff
after the final. He said: “This result
is a testament to the professionalism

and passion of all of our student
athletes and staff and I’d like to offer
my personal congratulations to each
and every one of them.
“They never – not for one minute
– showed any complacency. They
approached every fixture in the right
frame of mind and everything that
I wanted and expected from them
they’ve delivered.”
The cup was presented to Emily
Watkinson, Northumbria’s Student
Sports President by Pro Vice-

Team Northumbria raises the Stan Calvert Memorial Cup for the fourth year in a row in
February with a win of 79-42 against Newcastle University.

Chancellor (International) Jon Reast.
Speaking after the event, Emily
said: “It’s absolutely amazing to be
part of Stan Calvert. Our hard work

has paid off and being able to lift the
cup at the end of it is totally worth it.
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